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ABSTRACT
A balloon borne apparatus consisting of an emulsion
target, two spark chambers, and an ionization spectrometer
has been used to study properties of nuclear interactions
of cosmic rays in the energy range 10-6 00 GeV. The
spark chambers were used to locate in the emulsions the
tracks of some of the primaries which had triggered the
apparatus. A sample of 118 primaries with Z > 1 which
did not interact in the emulsion target was used to
calibrate the positions of the emulsions with respect
to the spark chambers. For these primaries, after the
calibration, the standard deviations of errors in
location coordinates and in projected and dip angles were
0.2 mm and 0.2°, respectively. A total of 192 out of
193 Z > 1 primaries and 29 out of 43 Z = 1, target
interacting primaries were located in the emulsions
without significant ambiguity. All of the 63 Z = 1,
noninteracting (in target) primaries with energies
greater than 40 GeV were also located in the emulsions
without any ambiguities. The ionization spectrometer,
used to measure the energies (E ) of the primariessp
passing through the apparatus, was calibrated at 
accelerator energies. This calibration was extrapolated 
to higher energies using three-dimensional Monte Carlo
xi
calculations. The angular distributions of secondaries 
from primaries which interacted in the emulsions were 
measured. These measurements were used to calculate 
energy estimates which were compared with the Egp values. 
This comparison indicated that for proton interactions 
the method (1.5 Ech) based on the constancy of transverse 
momentum and inelasticity overestimates the energy 
by a factor of only 1.1 ± 0.2, whereas the method 
(Ecast^ Castagnoli overestimates the energy by a 
factor of 5 t 2. The factors corresponding to 
fluctuations of individual estimates for 1.5 Ec^ and 
E are 2.3 ± 0.2 and 7 ± 2, respectively. The proton
C c lS  X
events were also analyzed for various groupings according
to the values of E , number (N, ) of black and graysp h
tracks, and number (n ) of secondary particles. Fors
interactions of Z > 1 primaries, methods (E^ and Eq) 
based on the opening angle of fragments and 1.5 E ^ 
are in good agreement with the spectrometer determinations. 
It is found that, if the depth of the first interaction 
of each primary is known to within ± l/*t interaction 
length, the spectrometer estimate is not sensitive 
to the other known characteristics of the first 
interaction such as number and angular distribution 
of charged secondary particles. The mean charged particle 
inelasticity was found to be about 0.5 ± 0.1 for proton
1/ Hinteractions. For proton interactions with * 5, E
and In E functions give better fits to the <n > vs. Es
1/2data than the E function. An attempt was made to 
determine the proton-nucleon elastic cross section using 
the 6 3 Z = 1, noninteracting primaries, which had a mean 
energy of 83 GeV. These primaries did not interact in 
the emulsions with particle production. A total of 10 m 
of primary proton tracks was line-scanned for stars 
resulting from elastic scatterings on nucleons bound in 
emulsion nuclei. Two elastic-like scatters were found, 
but these can be shown to be random track-intersection 
coincidences, consistent with the number of proton recoils 
expected from neutron stars. No elastic scatters were 
found. A Monte Carlo analysis was used to calculate the 
probability of obtaining an observable proton associated 
with an elastic-like event in photographic emulsion. This 
analysis of the observation probability of an elastic 
scatter indicates that the proton-nucleon elastic 
cross section at 8 3 GeV is not greater than 3 mb with 
95% probability.
I . INTRODUCTION
At the present time high energy nucleons in the 
cosmic radiation are the only source of particles with 
energies above 80 GeV which can be used for investigations 
of the properties of ultra high energy nuclear inter­
actions. Investigations of this type have been performed 
by using photographic emulsion'*' ^  or emulsion chambers^ 
{combinations of emulsion and other materials) carried
to high altitudes by balloons, or emulsion chambers at
14 .mountain altitudes. Various combinations of emulsion
chambers, cloud chambers , spark chambers , hodoscopes ,
magnetic fields, and ionization, Cherenkov, or spark
spectrometers have been used or proposed in other
15*29investigations at sea level or at mountain altitudes.
There also have been some investigations in which
3 0air showers were studied. Recently, experiments to
study properties of nuclear interactions using satellites
31 3 2have been proposed or performed.
33-35Some recent reviews present a prevailing
picture of the current understanding of the properties 
of nuclear interactions at high energies. These articles 
make it clear that there is a need for more experimental 
work in order to obtain a better understanding of these 
properties.
1
The use of emulsions in experiments has yielded 
advantages such as high resolution (about 1 micron) 
track images in which the interactions are visible.
However, there also have been some primary difficulties 
associated with the use of emulsions in these experiments. 
Some of these were
(1) the inherent biases in the scanning and selection 
of events,
(2) the determination of the primary energy based 
mainly on the angular distribution of the secondary 
particles of an interaction,
(3) the time involved in scanning a large emulsion 
stack, and
(4) the inability to study short-term time variations 
in the cosmic ray flux due to the continuous sensitivity 
of the emulsions.
In some studies of high energy interactions,
information on the energy of the primary particle was
IS ISobtained by using magnetic fields, * various types
17-26 2 7-2 9of spectrometers, or both. One disadvantage
associated with these efforts is that the interaction
itself is not visible.
Another possibility is to use emulsions in conjunction
with spark chambers and an ionization spectrometer. The
spectrometer can be used to determine the primary energy
iand to eliminate the scanning and selection biases 
which usually occur with emulsion experiments. The 
spark chambers can be used to locate in the emulsion 
target the tracks of the primaries which passed through 
the target and spectrometer and to give information 
about the type of interactions of the primaries. In 
addition the time of incidence of each primary can be 
recorded. The entire unit should be exposed near the 
top of the atmosphere in order to reduce the background 
in the emulsions and to obtain rather clean fluxes of 
primary cosmic ray protons and heavy nuclei. Since the 
energies of the primaries would be determined independently 
of measurements made in the emulsions, experiments using 
this type of apparatus would be similiar to experiments 
performed at accelerators except that the energy range 
would be higher. (At the present time the highest
energy accelerator is the 76 GeV Serpukhov machine.)
18 36-48A number of other experiments * using spark
chambers in conjunction with emulsions have been proposed 
or performed. But these experiments did not involve 
the location of primary cosmic rays in emulsions exposed 
in a balloon flight with typical background conditions.
As a result of a collaboration between the Max 
Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics near Munich 
and Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, an apparatus 
of the type suggested above has been built and flown in
4 9- 5 2a series of balloon flights. A different target
material was used in each flight. The ionization
spectrometer was calibrated using machine accelerated 
5 3-55protons. This calibration was extended to cosmic
ray energies by W. V. Jones using a Monte Carlo simulation 
of the cascading process in an ionization spectrometer.^ 
The following investigations were performed with 
the apparatus:
Cl) Study of the response of the iron absorber 
spectrometer to protons of known energies.^’^
(2) Determination of the fraction (K o) of theIT
primary energy carried away by tj° mesons from proton 
interactions and the inelastic cross sections in C, Fe, 
and Pb for proton interactions at 10 * 20.5, and 28 
GeV/c.62
(3) Measurement of the flux of the primary cosmic
radiation at known energies in the range 10 to 400
r> w / m i 53,63-65 GeV/Nucl.
(4) Evaluation of the accuracy and reliability of 
locating primary cosmic rays in an emulsion stack through 
the use of spark chambers.
(5) Evaluation of various methods of primary energy 
measurement based only on the angular distributions
of charged particles produced in the interactions oi
primary particles (with energies in the range 2-300
_ v . 51,61,67GeV/Nucl.) in emulsion. * ’
(6) Study of charged particle inelasticity in 
proton interactions at 10-300 GeV.^
(7) Study of charged particle multiplicity in
61proton interactions at 10-300 GeV. In the past this 
has encountered difficulties due to the biases in the 
detection of these events.
(8) Determination of the elastic proton-nucleon 
cross section using primary protons with energies in
r  p  C  Q
the range 40-600 GeV and a mean energy of 83 GeV. ’
Since the results of Cl) to (3) have been obtained
j , , , , 53-60,62-65 , , , ,and reported by others, * they are not included
in this dissertation. Only the results using the emulsions
are included. These emulsions were exposed in a balloon
flight June 9-10, 1967 from Palestine, Texas at an altitude
2 .
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
II. A. Apparatus
A schematic drawing of the apparatus used in this 
experiment is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two 
main parts:
(1) the spark chambers above and below the target,
and
(2) the ionization spectrometer.
The spark chambers were multigap chambers Cl mm A1 
electrodes with 9 mm spacing). One electrode of each 
pair was covered by ordinary window glass to increase 
multiple spark efficiency within each gap. The emulsion 
target was a 6 liter stack of Ilford G-5 emulsions, 
oriented so that the planes of the emulsions were 
vertical during the balloon flight.
Each time a high energy particle satisfied the 
trigger requirements, the spark chambers were pulsed 
and photographed using a mirror system and two 16 mm 
cameras. Two mutually perpendicular views of each event 
were obtained. The chamber (** gaps) above the target 
was used to shownthe direction of the incoming particle 
and also to indicate the simultaneous incidence of more
7® -
TOP SPARK CHAMBER
TARGET
BOTTOM SPARK CHAMBER
r* (a)
A MI
T2
SPECTROMETER
/ / / /
F«(d)B ME
IRON
SCINTILLATOR
F *(f)C
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the apparatus. 
Photomultipliers T1-T8 are for triggering and 
photomultipliers MI, MIT, and Mill are for 
measuring. Counter 0, located on two sides of 
the apparatus, was used in anticoincidence.
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Hthan one particle. The chamber (12 gaps) below the
target, in addition to displaying the characteristics
of target interactions, was used in conjunction with
the top chamber to locate in the emulsion target events
related in time to particles triggering the apparatus.
This was made possible by marking the emulsion stack
with an x-ray pattern prior to the balloon flight. The
position of this pattern was measured with respect to
a system of fiducials which were photographed together
with the sparks.
Scintillation counter T8, near the top of the
apparatus, was used to indicate the charge of the incident
particle in four channels corresponding to the charges
Z = 0 or 1, Z = 2, Z = 3, and Z 1 4. Scintillation
counter T7 was used to indicate whether one or more
than one particle emerged from the target.
The ionization spectrometer consisted of six layers
of iron (Fe(a )-Fe(f )), separated by layers of plastic
scintillator each 10 mm thick. One layer of scintillator
was also placed beneath the bottom iron absorber. The
2
thickness of each layer of iron was 55 g/cm , or about
one-half of an interaction length and 4 radiation
2
lengths. The surface area was 18 x 18 cm .
Each of the scintillators in the spectrometer was 
viewed by two Valvo 53 AVP photomultipliers. Photo-
multipliers Ml, Mil, and Mill (viewing the pairs of 
scintillators A, I5, and C, resppctively) were used only 
to measure the light output from the three pairs of 
scintillators. The signals from these three photo­
multipliers were used to obtain the energy of each primary. 
Photomultipliers T1-T6, each viewing one of the six 
scintillators, comprised the triggering system along 
with scintillation counter T7 just below the target.
The trigger conditions used for the emulsion flight 
required a coincidence between
(1) a pulse orginating from scintillation counter 
T7 corresponding to at least one particle,
(2) a pulse orginating from scintillation counter 
Tb corresponding to at least two particles,
(3) a pulse from either of the pairs of scintillators 
A, B, or C corresponding to the passage of at least
13 particles, and
(4) no pulse from guard counter 0 which was located 
near two sides of the bottom spark chamber.
Requirement (3) should have produced a minimum energy 
threshold of approximately 30 GeV. A coincidence with
a pulse from scintillation counter T8 was not required 
in the emulsion target flight (It was required in the 
other flights.) in an attempt to obtain events involving 
interactions of primaries with zero charge.
10
At the same time that the spark chamber:; wort1 
t riggered and pho tographed for each event, pulses t rorn 
photomultipliers MI, Mil, and Mill were measured with 
three 128 channel analyzers which had logarithmic 
response over a three decade range of pulse hei ghts .
The measured pulse heights were then digitized and 
displayed using a system of small light bulbs which 
were photographed together with the spark chambers. 
Associated with each of the photomultipliers T1-T6 
were two discriminator levels which were used in con­
junction with small light bulbs to indicate whether or 
not more than two particles (low level) or more than 
thirteen particles (high level) had penetrated each 
scintillator. This provided additional information 
about the cascade development in the spectrometer. 
Finally, the information from scintillation counters 
T7 and T8 was recorded using small light bulbs as well.
Also photographed were the time of occurrence of 
each event and a film frame number. The pictures of each 
event, therefore, contained information about the charge, 
direction, interactions, and energy of the incoming 
particle as well as the time the event occurred.
A calibration of the ionization spectrometer with
10, 20.S, and 28 GeV/c protons was carried out using the
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) at the Brookhaven
5 3-55National Laboratory. Runs were made with carbon
11
and lead targets as well as with no target. The energy 
loss by ionization can be described in terms of the 
numbers N-^ , , and which are the "particle numbers"
derived from measuring photomultipliers MI, Mil, and Mill, 
respectively. Each of these numbers has been calculated 
by dividing the pulse height of the corresponding 
measuring photomultiplier by the average signal produced 
by single cosmic ray muons that penetrated the apparatus 
at sea level. The notation N ^ = n ( i = l ,  2, or 3) 
indicates that n particles penetrated both scintillators 
of the i-th measuring photomultiplier. It is not claimed 
that "particle number" is the true number of particles
present at a given depth of the absorber; instead a 
"particle" is meant to be a unit of measurement of the 
average (not the sum) of the differential ionization 
present at two spectrometer depths separated by 4 
radiation lengths.
As a result of this calibration it was determined 
that the best parameter to use to obtain the energy of 
the primary is IN = N^ + + N^. Since the scintillators
were equally spaced within the iron absorber, IN is a 
measure of the total ionization loss of a cascade within 
the spectrometer. Complete details and results of the 
calibration can be found in Ref. 54.
12
This calI brat ion performed at machine energies
was o x t rapo lat ed to cosmic ray energies by W. V. Jon*1:;
using a Monte Carlo simulation of the cascading process
5 6 6 iin an ionization spectrometer. - This Monte Carlo 
simulation is discussed in Sec. II. H, The exact method 
used to determine the energy for each type of event and 
the accuracy of the calibration-extrapolation are also 
discussed there.
II. B. Emulsion Stack
The emulsion stack consisted of 267 emulsions 
3180 x 180 x o.G mm . A sheet of tissue paper was placed 
between each emulsion. The emulsions were clamped between 
two phenolic plates using four bolts which did not pass 
through the stack. The front and back surfaces of the 
stack were not parallel because of the non-uniformities 
in the thickness of each emulsion. Therefore the bolts 
were adjusted with a torque wrench for equal pressure.
Marks were made by x-rays on two sides as well as the 
bottom of the stack using a portable x-ray machine.
Three 0.5 mm slits in brass plates were used to produce 
the x-ray marks. A diagram of the x-ray marking of the 
emulsion stack is shown in Fig. 2. The coordinate system 
used in this experiment also is indicated in Fig. 2.
The planes of the emulsions were parallel to the X-Y plane.
13
Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the emulsion target. 
The planes of the emulsions are parallel to the 
E Z  plane; i.e., the planes of tne'emulsions were 
vertical during the balloon flight exposure. The 
dark lines represent x-ray marks that appear near 
the edges of the emulsions. The planes H, HR, 
and T2 are the three standard planes used in event 
location. The intersections of these standard 
planes with the planes of the emulsions define the 
lines H, HR, and T2 in each emulsion plate.
in
Thiil is, the planes of the emulsions were vertical during 
the balloon flight. In each brass plate there were two 
horizontal slits (H and HR) perpendicular to the planes of 
the emulsions and one diagonal slit. Doth of the HR slits 
on the sides of the stack were at the same arbitrary 
X coordinate. The locations of the x-ray slits were 
measured relative to the fiducials in the spark chambers 
using a microscope, a micrometer, and a cathetometer.
The assembling, x-raying, and aligning of the stack 
were done just prior to the flight of the apparatus.
The apparatus was flown June 9-10, 1967 from
Palestine, Texas. The float altitude was approximately
2
IS.7 km (S g/cm ). The duration of float was 18 h, but 
the film in the cameras lasted for only 14.5 h.
After the flight the stack was taken to the Lawrence 
Radiation Laboratory. There it was milled on two sides 
and a grid was printed on each emulsion. Then the 
emulsions were mounted on glass and developed. After 
the emulsion plates were dry, the surfaces of the plates 
were rubbed with surgical cotton moistened with ethyl 
alcohol to remove the free silver from the top surface 
of the plates.
It was desirable to have a quick method of aligning 
each emulsion plate on the stage of the scanning micro­
scope. Therefore, a brass strip mounted on each emulsion
plate was used for this purpose. An apparatus involving 
three monocular microscopes was constructed for aligning 
the brass strip on each emulsion plate with respect to
3
the three HR x-ray marks. A brass bar (3 x 12 * 185 mm ) 
was glued near the top of each emulsion plate, with the 
long edge of the bar approximately parallel with the Y
coordinate direction. The thin brass strip Cl * 38 * 172
3mm ) was attached to the bar using small screws. The 
strip was adjusted until it was in alignment with the 
HR x-ray mark on each of three edges of the plate. The 
long edge of each strip was aligned parallel to (and 
at the same arbitrary distance from) an imaginary 
line connecting the HR x-ray marks on the two side edges. 
One end of each strip was aligned at the same arbitrary 
distance relative to the HR x-ray mark on the bottom edge 
The separation between the HR and the diagonal 
x-ray marks on each edge was measured for every tenth 
plate. These separations were used to calculate the Z 
coordinates (perpendicular to the planes of the emulsions 
of the air surface at these three edges for each plate 
measured. The Z coordinate of the air surface of each 
plate measured was taken to be the average of the two 
side edge values. The Z coordinate of each plate not 
measured was obtained by a linear interpolation between 
the Z coordinate of each plate measured.
u>
II. C . ('lass 1 fical ion of llyrntu
A total of 4799 frames of spark chamber film taken
at float altitude was scanned. For each event the
information from the small light bulbs tor T1-T8 and
MI, Mil, and Mill and the clock was recorded on a computer
card by scanners. Then the film was scanned by physicists
to classify the events. Information about the number
of tracks in each spark chamber and whether or not the
primary interacted in the emulsion target or bottom
spark chamber was recorded for each event on the same
computer card used above. In some events it was not
possible to determine if the primary interacted in the
target or just under the target. These events were
recorded as having interacted in the target and further
investigations were made during the emulsion scanning
for the interactions. £n general, "non in ter acting11
is used to describe an event in which the primary did
*
not interact with particle product ion above the 
spectrometer. Therefore, in a noninteracting event there 
is only one track in each spark chamber. Delta rays and 
knock-on electrons were not counted as tracks.
Random coincidences occurred in which separate 
particles passed through T6 and T7 at the same time but 
did not pass through the spark chambers. Also, there 
were many events in which the primary missed the top 
spark chamber and/or target but passed through the rest
17
of the apparatus. These two types of events, events 
with poor photographs, and events with unassociated 
spark tracks were not analyzed. Altogether, these 
events comprised about one-third of the 4799 events.
In another one-third of the events there were not any 
tracks in the top spark chamber photographs and it was not 
possible to tell without making measurements whether or 
not a particle (with charge Z = 0) could have passed 
through the top spark chamber and interacted in the target 
to produce the particles seen in the bottom spark chamber 
image. Later these events were measured. The results of 
these measurements indicated that all of the events with 
only one track in the bottom spark chamber and most of 
the events with more than one track in the bottom spark 
chamber were events in which the primary missed the top 
spark chamber or missed the spectrometer. The results 
for the events with more than one track in the bottom 
spark chamber are not reliable. In general, it was 
found (See Sec. II. E. 3. b.) that, if there were more 
than one track in the bottom spark chamber, results 
based on the measurements on the tracks were not reliable. 
In these particular events there were broad cascades in 
the bottom spark chamber.
It was decided to locate in the emulsions only 
events in which a track could be seen in the top spark 
chamber. Events in which the spark chambers photographs
18
i in I i < 111 i m I th.it more than one unnssoei.j teiI purl i rlr p.i;;:;od 
through the spectrometer were rejected. An "areop tahi e1 
event was def ined to be_ one in which the primary pas sed 
through the top spark chamber and the extrapo 1 ated path 
oj the primary passed through the entire spectrometer 
without being closer than 1_ cm to the ed£ e of the 
scintillators. This latter requirement was made in order 
to include for consideration only events for which the 
spectrometer could give energy estimates with reasonable 
errors. However, all of the noninteracting primaries 
with charge (Z) greater than one were scanned for1 in 
the emulsions in order to increase the statistics for 
the calibration. (See Sec. II. E. 2.) About 61% of 
the events with a track in the top spark chamber were 
"acceptable" according to the definition given above.
In summary there were about 909 "acceptable", Z > 1 
primaries.
Since the charge counter T8 was only 15 cm square, 
some of the primaries which passed through the top 
spark chamber missed T8 and, therefore, were indicated 
by T8 to be Z = 0 or 1. During the film scanning it 
was possible to predict which of the primaries that 
missed T8 had Z > 1 because the densities of the tracks 
in the spark chamber photographs usually were greater 
for primaries with Z > 1 than for primaries with Z = 1.
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The fact that the densities of the tracks decreased 
near the edges of the spark chambers made this, separation 
(Z = J or Z > 1) difficult for some event:;.
Scintillation counters T7 and T8 were both 15 cm 
square compared to scintillation counter T6 which had 
an area of 16 cm square through which "acceptable" 
events could pass. Also, the three counters were not 
exactly aligned with each other. Therefore, it was 
possible for a primary particle to pass throu gh T8 
and T6 but not T7. However, (since the trigger conditions 
required a coincidence with T7) in this case the apparatus 
would not have been triggered. In order to obtain a 
sample of Z = 1, n o n i n t e r a c t i n g  primaries without any 
bias due to the geometry of the apparatus, it was 
decided to define a restricted area of T8 (called 
T8R). This region was defined such that T8R, T7, and 
T6 were in alignment. The area of T8R was about 10% 
less than the area of T8. Only the Z = 1, noninteracting 
primaries that were "acceptable", passed through T8R, 
and were above an arbitrary ZN threshold of 90 (about 
MO GeV) were scanned for in the emulsions. Of the 676 
"acceptable", Z = 1, noninte^acting primaries, only 63 
satisfied the latter two requirements.
It was decided to scan in the emulsion for the Z > 1, 
noninteracting primaries first, since the tracks of these
20
primaries are easier to see in the microscope than Z = 1
2
cracks (The ionization is proportional to Z .) and the 
background of Z > 1 tracks is much less than the back­
ground of Z * 1 tracks. Therefore, the measurements on 
the spark chamber photographs were begun using only 
these events.
II. D. Spark Chamber Film Measurement
Although the first few events were located in the 
emulsions using the results of film measurements made 
with a ruler and film viewer, it was decided to construct 
a machine for more convenient and accurate film measuring. 
An image pj.c.ne digitizer (IPD) was constructed for this 
purpose.
The spark chamber photographs were projected through 
a total path length of approximately 3 m using a front 
surface mirror. The size of the image obtained was 
about two times the apparatus size. The overall film 
magnification was about SO*. On the measuring table 
(the image plane) a measuring machine was constructed 
using a Universal 60 Tracmaster drafting machine. Two 
25.4 cm gear racks were attached to each of the two 
perpendicular anna of the drafting machine. Each of 
the gear racks was in turn coupled to a Coleman electro­
mechanical encoder by a gear box assembly. The output
of the Coleman encoders was then taken through a keypunch 
7 0control unit to an IBM keypunch.
The image size which could be measured was approx­
imately 60 cm square. The least count of the TPD was 
0.044 mm in image space. Typical standard deviations of 
measured points on projected straight lines were about
0.1? mm, which corresponds to about 0.06 mm in apparatus, 
space.
On the spark chamber photographs a track measurement 
and a f iducial mark measurement were made for each gap 
of each stereoscopic view. The distance between the 
track and t fie fiducial mark was used in the calculations 
to determine the path of the primary. In the case of 
the secondaries of an interacting primary, several track 
measurements were made for each gap of each view; the 
mean of the distances between the tracks and the fiducial 
mark was used in the calculations.
A determination of the reproducibility of the 
track-fiducial measurement was made. The same track 
and fiducial mark was measured several times. These 
measurements were repeated for several gaps in both 
steroscopic views. In each case the distance between 
the track and fiducial mark was determined and used 
to calculate the standard deviation about a mean value. 
The mean value of these standard deviations (called the
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"reproducibility" for an IPD track-fiducial measurement) 
is 0.16 mm in apparatus space. For the gaps measured 
the spread of the standard deviations about this mean 
is about ± 0.01 mm. The widths of the tracks and 
fiducial marks were about 2 mm in image space.
In addition to the track and fiducial mark measure­
ments made in each gap, another fiducial mark was 
measured in one gap of each chamber for each view.
The measured distance between this fiducial mark and the 
other fiducial mark in the same gap was used to calculate 
the magnification of each view of each chamber.
Measurements of the spark tracks could be made in 
only 10 (3 in the top chamber and 7 in the bottom 
chamber) of the 16 gaps. Four of the other six gaps 
could not be seen in both views; in two gaps the 
fiducial marks could not be seen.
On the average 8 to 10 events on each stereoscopic 
view could be measured in 1 h.
A computer program (SCEMD2) was used to convert 
the IPD measurements into calculations of parameters 
for the path of a primary passing through the apparatus 
(and emulsions). The derivation of the equations used 
in the SCEMD2 computer program is given in Appendix A 
and a flow chart of the program is shown in Fig. 3.
The measurements made on the spark tracks and fiducial
Define and 
READ in 
constants
_r\
If READ end of data card ("88" card)
Read, check, 
and PRINT 
event data 
set
Data not OK
J
Data OK
Calculate 
Y and 2 in 
real space 
for each gap
Make least squares 
fit of Y vs. X and 
2 vs. X for all 
measured gaps
/ + \
Repeat
After BSC onlv
Calculate Y £ Z Make Calculate PRINT all Fepeat
at spectrometer corrections 6, PTLPP, £ IN —^ calculations
calculations
and emulsion based on * and plate number for TSC only
location planes calibration at location planes and BSC only
End
PRINT
error
messages
PRINT summaries 
of Master cards, 
YSTD & ZSTD, and' 
R-value
Fig. 3. Flow Chart of Computer Program SCEMD2.
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marks in each gap were transformed into Y and Z coordinates 
in apparatus space for each gap. These coordinates were 
used to calculate straight line least squares fits for 
Y vs. X and Z vs. X. The value of the X coordinate 
of each gap had been determined from measurements on 
the fiducials in the spark chambers using a cathetometer. 
The standard deviations of the Y CYSTD) and Z (ZSTD) 
spark track coordinates about the straight lines also 
were calculated. The solid histograms in Fig. 4 show 
the distributions of these standard deviations for the 
118 calibration events. (See Sec. II. E. 2.) Measure­
ments in both spark chambers were used. The mean 
standard deviation for each of the distributions is 
about 0.24 mm in apparatus space. The standard deviations 
Co) of the distributions of YSTD and ZSTD are 0.08 mm.
The analogous distributions for all Z > 1, noninteracting 
primaries are shown by the dashed histograms in Fig. 4.
Calculations were made using measurements involving 
both chambers as well as each chamber individually.
The Y and Z coordinates (parallel and perpendicular 
to the emulsion plane, respectively) of the primary 
track were calculated at three standard (and three 
alternate) planes in the emulsion stack. They were 
labeled H, HR* and T2 (about 19 nun from the top of the 
stack), as shown in Fig. 2. The intersection of these
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Fig. 4. Distributions of standard deviations of 
the Y (YSTD) and Z (ZSTD) spark coordinates about 
straight lines. Both spark chambers were used. 
The solid histograms are for the 118 calibration 
primaries and the dashed histograms are for all 
Z > 1, noninteracting primaries.
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,.t.indued plan»-u with the planer, of the emulsions d«'tin*d 
the lines II, UK, and T2 in each emulsion plate. The 
projected angle in the emulsion plane, the dip angle, 
ant-1 the projected track length per plate also were 
calculated.
Finally, the Y and Z coordinates of the primary 
(or the projected path of the primary) were calculated 
at the height (X) of the middle gap of each of the 
two spark chamfers and at the heights of various scin­
tillators. The digitized pulse heights of MI, Mil, and 
Mill were converted into the Ih , and FN was determined.
The results of all of these calculations were printed, 
hy the computer, in a form that was convenient for 
the microscope scanners,
II. L. Location of Events in the Emulsion Target 
II. E. 1. Scanning Procedure
The first attempts to locate events in the emulsions 
were made using the noninteracting primaries with Z > 1, 
as indicated by the charge counter. Leitz Ortholux 
microscopes with large stages were used in event location. 
Measurements using these stages were recorded to 0.1 mm. 
The oculars were 10* and the objectives were 22* oil 
immersion. The diameter of the field of view with these
71
lenses was about 0.53 mrti. Each emulsion plate was 
aliened on the microscope stage using the brass, strip 
attached to the plate. The brass strip was placed 
against a "L" shaped aluminum bar* The long edge of 
this bar was aligned parallel to the Y motion of the 
microscope stage. The microscope stage coordinate 
system was the same as the coordinate system used with 
the apparatus and target (See Fig. 2.) except for a 
linear displacement. The positions of the HR x-ray 
marks (one side edge mark and the bottom edge mark) 
were measured using the microscope stage. The positions 
of these marks were then used to transform X and Y 
coordinates relative to the fiducials into X and Y 
coordinates relative to the microscope stage (and vice 
versa). The already-determined value of the Z coordinate 
of the air surface for each emulsion plate was used to 
transform the Z coordinates relative to the fiducials 
into the Z coordinates relative to the air surface of 
the plates (and vice versa). All Z coordinate measure­
ments with the microscope were made relative to the 
air surface of the emulsion plates.
Seven of the Z = 1, noninteracting primaries were 
used in a determination of the accuracy of the method 
used in following tracks from plate to plate (i.e., the 
use of brass strips and the "Ln shaped aluminum bar).
?s
A scale in the eyepiece oi the microscope was used to 
measure the position of a track in one plate relative 
to the position of the track in the preceding plate.
The ..even primaries passed through a total of 124 
differ- nt plates. The standard deviation Cabout a 
negligible mean of 2 microns) of the shift (perpenduclar 
to the tracks' directions) between plates was 36 microns, 
hince the radius of the field of view was about 265 
microns, all of the tracks were well within the field 
of view. Of course, since there was a layer of tissue 
paper between each emulsion in the stack, there was also 
a shift parallel to the track direction of about 10%
of the track length per plate.
The scanning of each plate was done along the lines 
li, HR, and T2. lor Z > 1, noninteracting primaries, the 
scanning region at one of the standard planes was defined 
to be within + 1 mm from the calculated Y coordinate,
♦ 1 emulsion plate from the calculated Z coordinate, 
and the diameter of the field of view. The scanning
limits in projected angle and dip angle were taken to
be ± 0.5 and ± 1.0°, respectively. The dip of a track 
was determined by measuring ihe track length per plate.
Throughout all discussions relating to the location 
of tracks in emulsions based on spark chamber measure­
ments , the term "error11 of a parameter (Y and Z coordinates ,
V'l
dip angle, or projected angle) will be used to me an t he 
dif fepence be tween the actual observed value and the 
calculated value (i.e., Error  ^ Observed - Calculated).
The scanning region, scanning criteria, and 
acceptance criteria were subsequently redefined based on 
the results obtained in the error distributions of the 
calibration primaries. Before any track was accepted, 
it was independently located at two of the standard 
planes in the stack. Each track was then followed 
between the two planes to verify that the two located
tracks were the same. In all cases the entire defined
scanning volume was scanned and every candidate found 
meeting the acceptance criteria was carefully examined.
Since there was a 0.05 mm sheet of tissue paper between
each emulsion, the primaries for some events had to 
be scanned for and located at alternate planes in those 
cases in which the primaries had passed within tissue 
paper at the standard planes.
After a few primaries were located, it was noted 
that the Z location error was a linear function of the 
Z coordinate. A preliminary correction in the calculated 
Z coordinates was made using the results of 27 primaries 
with Z > 1 (18 had Z ~  4). This correction and the 
subsequent calibration using 118 primaries with Z > 1 was 
very useful in locating the remaining Z > 1 primaries.
II. K. 2. Calibration
A calibration of the spark chamber constants and 
of the positions of the emulsions with respect to the 
spark chambers was made using 118 noninteracting, Z > 1 
primaries. The calibration was made for the following 
purposes:
(1) to define a restricted scanning volume based
on the standard deviations of the distributions of errors 
in the Y and Z coordinates, projected angles, and dip 
angles,
(2) to aid in the location and acceptance of the 
remaining Z > 1, interacting and noninteracting primaries 
and
(3) to aid in the location of Z = 1 primaries.
The calibration involved the Y and Z coordinates
at the three standard planes. These were calculated 
using measurements on the photographs of (1) both 
spark chambers, (2) top spark chamber only, and (3) 
bottom spark chamber only. The 118 primaries used 
were all of the Z > 1, noninteracting primaries in 
which the standard deviations of the Y and Z spark 
track coordinates about straight line fits were less 
than 0.55 and 0.45 mm, respectively. This requirement 
eliminated events which could not be measured as 
accurately as most of the others. (See Sec. II. E. 3. a.
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A computer program (SCEMDS) similar to SCEMD2 (The 
IPD measurements and the observed values were the input 
to SCEMDS.) was used to calculate the parameters (slope 
and intercept) for straight line least squares fits for 
Y error vs. Y and Z error vs. Z for each of the three 
standard planes and each of the three chamber combinations 
(i.e., there were 18 least squares fits). The standard 
deviations of the distributions of the residuals for 
these 18 fits were calculated. Then the spark chamber 
constants were adjusted (by trial and error) to
(1) decrease these standard deviations,
(2) decrease the standard deviations of the 
spark track coordinates (YSTD and ZSTD), and
(3) make the parameters of the straight lines 
approximately the same (for all three chamber combinations) 
at the same standard plane and for the same coordinate.
After this, the parameters of the straight lines 
were used in the SCEMD2 and SCEMDS programs to correct 
the calculated values. A correction was made (in the 
same manner) for Y error vs. Z and Z error vs. Y also. 
Errors which were greater than three standard deviations 
from the straight lines were not uBed in the calculations. 
This eliminated large errors which could have been 
caused by distortions in the emulsions.
The ref ore, even though the "calculated" value;; 
(instead of the "observed" values) were changed based 
on the calibration results, the calibration was a 
calibration of the emulsions relative to the spark 
chamber fiducials. Neither of the sets of values was 
assumed to be the "correct" set of values. After the 
calibration the "corrected calculated" (hereafter 
called simply "calculated") values were used to determine 
errors in Y and Z. Since the input to SCEMDS included 
the observed values, these errors were calculated by 
SCEMDS.
The distributions of the Y and Z location errors 
(after calibration) for the 118 calibration primaries 
at HR are shown by the solid histograms in Fig. 5.
These errors were determined using both spark chambers.
The distributions at the other standard planes are 
very similar. The standard deviation of each distribution 
after calibration is 0.2 nun. A tabulation of the 
standard deviations of the Y and Z errors for these 
calibration primaries at the planes T2, HR, and H 
using both chambers is given in part of Table I.
The distributions of errors at HR in projected angles 
(0) and dip angles ($) for the calibration primaries 
are shown by the solid histograms in Fig. 6, These errors 
also were determined using both chambers. The standard
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Fig. 5. Distributions of the Y and 2 location 
errors at the plane HR. Both spark chambers were 
used. The solid histograms are for the 118 
calibration primaries and the dashed histograms 
are for all Z > 1, noninteracting primaries.
TABLE I
M e a n s  and s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n s  (a) of e r r o r s  in c o o r d i n a t e s  , 
p r o j e c t e d  a n g l e s  (0), a n d  dip a n g l e s  ( )  for the c a l i b r a t i o n  
p r i m a r i e s  (Cal) and for all Z > 1, n o n i n t e r a c t i n g  p r i m a r i e s  
(All). Both s p a r k  c h a m b e r s  w e r e  u s e d .
'Joan o
Standard
■ eript ion Plane Cal A11 Cal M l
Y (mm) T? 0 . 0 G . 0 G . ? G . 2
HR 0 . 0 0 . 0 [1 . 2 0 . 2
H 0 . G G . G G . 2 0 . 2
Z (mm) T2 G . 0 0 . 0 G . 2 G . 2
HR 0 . G 0 . 0 G . 2 G , G
H 0 . 0 0 . 0 U . 2 0 . G
0(deg) HR ,T2 0 . 0 G . 0 0 . 2 0 . 2
<t> (deg) T2 0 . 5 G . 5 (J. S 0 . 6
HR 0 .1 0 . 1 0 . 2 0 . G
H -0.6 -0.6 0 . 4 0 . M
35
40
35
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z
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Fig. 6. Distributions of the errors in the 
projected angle (6) and dip angle ($) at the 
plane HR. Both spark chambers were used. The 
solid histograms are for the 118 calibration 
primaries and the dashed histograms are for all 
Z > 1, noninteracting primaries.
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deviation of the errors in the projected angles is 0.2°.
The mean and standard deviation of the errors in dip 
angles are 0.1 and 0.2°, respectively. A tabulation 
of the means and standard deviations of errors in the 
projected angles and dip angles at the standard planes 
T2, HP, and H for the calibration primaries is given 
in part of Table 1. Note that the means of the dip 
angles at T2 , HP, and H are1 O.b, 0.1, and -0.6°, 
respectively. This implies that there was some curvature 
in the emulsion stack.
bimilar tabulations are given in part of Table I] 
for the errors at the standard plane T? using the top 
spark chamber only and in part of Table III for the 
errors at the standard plane H using the bottom spark 
chamber only. The planes used were the ones closest 
to the respective chambers.
7 1 7  2Standard statistical methods * were used an
an attempt to explain the values of these errors and
to calculate the errors at various locations in the
apparatus. At first the value used for the reproducibility
of an IPD track-fiducial measurement was 0.16 mm.
(See Sec. II. D.) This value and the X coordinate of
the fiducial in each spark gap were used to obtain the
"calculated" errors Co , ) for various locations incalc
the emulsion stack and apparatus. Only the one value
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TABLE II
Means and standard deviations Cct) of errors in coordinates, 
projected angles (0) , and dip angles (<£) for the calibra^ ion 
primaries (Cal) and for all Z > 1, noninteracting primaries 
(All). The top spark chamber only was used.
Standard 
Description Plane
Mean
Cal All
o
Cal All
Y (mm)
Z(mm)
0(deg)
$(deg)
T2
T2
T2
T2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.4 0.4
0.8 0.9
0.8 0.9
0.6 0.7
0.9 0.9
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TABLE III
Means and standard deviations (o) of errors in coordinates, 
projected angles (6), and dip angles (<{>) for the calibration 
primaries (Cal) and for all Z > 1, noninteracting primaries 
(All). The bottom spark chamber only was used.
Mean  o_____
Standard
Description Plane Cal All Cal All
Y (mm) H 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4
Z (mm) H 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5
6 (dag) H 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3
<t>(deg) H -0.4 -0.4 0.4 0.4
3‘)
of o j was used since the values of °|pL> worL‘ 'ipprox- 
imately equal for both spark chamber views. Therefore, 
the calculated errors are the same for both the Y and 
Z coordinates. The results are shown in Table IV.
The means of standard deviations and obtained fori a
the calibration events are shown in parentheses. Note
that the values of o shown for locations in thecalc
emulsion are smaller than the values actually obtained. 
The values of °ca2 c are linearly dependent upon Cjpp*
The value used for o^p^ may be too small due to excessive 
care having been taken in its measurement. Furthermore, 
°ITD ^oes not include any error due to the inaccuracies 
in the values ol the spark chamber constants or due to 
misalignment of the spark gaps relative to each other. 
There is also an emulsion location error Cae > arising 
from inaccuracies in the stack alignment, from errors 
in microscope measurements, and from distortions in 
the emulsions. Therefore, the total error (o,p) may 
be taken to be
°T2 = <a’°calc)2 * °e2 ■
where a and o must be determined. Two pairs of valuese
for o„ and a , were used simultaneously to determine T calc J
a and a The values used for o_, were the mean values e . 1
4 0
TADLL IV
Calculated standard deviations for Y and Z errors in results 
based on measurements in the spark chambers. The value vised 
for the reproducibility of an IPD measurement was 0.16 mm.
The values in parentheses are the means of the Y and Z values 
actually obtained for the calibration primaries. All values 
are in mm in apparatus space.
X Location Chamber(s) Used
Both Top Only Bottom Only
10 0 . 0 T8 0.11 0.67 0.88
7 30 . 8 TSC 0.09 0.09 n . 74
160 . 0
91 . 3
24.6
-102.3
T2
HP
H
BSC
0 .07 
CO.23)
0.06
(0 .2 1)
0.05 
(0.24 )
0 .06
0.67 
(0.77)
1. 31 
(1.49)
1 . 94 
(2.18)
3 .15
0 . 59 
(0.82)
0.45
(0.59)
0 . 32 
(0.44)
0.08
-750 . 5 T6 0 .23 9 .28 1 . 29
aThe symbols have the following meanings:
T8 e Charge counter 
TSC e Top spark chamber
T2, HR, H e Location planes in the emulsion
BSC e Bottom spark chamber
T6 e Bottom scintillator in spectrometer
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for o and a obtained at T2 (for the calibration events)Y /j
using both spark chambers (0.23 mm) and using the Lop
i.park chamber only (0,77 mm). A value of 1.1 for a
(or 0.176 mm for a*oTnr.) and a value of 0,217 mm for aIPD e
were obtained. This method assumes that oe is the same 
for Y and Z measurements. This assumption is a reasonable 
one since corresponding values of Oy and are approx­
imately equal. (See Tables I, II, and III.)
The values of o , were redetermined using 0.176 mmCdlC
for Ojpp. For locations in the emulsions (T2, HR, and H)
the value determined for o was added to o . to obtaine calc
the total calculated error. For the other locations 
the total calculated error was taken to be o__-, TheC di C
results are shown in Table V, with the means of Oy and 
shown in parentheses again.
Note that also the value (0.41 mm) obtained in this 
manner for the error at H using the bottom spark chamber 
only is approximately equal to the corresponding value 
(0,43 mm) of the mean of oy and . Actually, since 
there were 118 calibration events, the statistical 
errors (o//TFf) in the determination of the values of 
Oy and are about ± 7% of Oy and a Therefore, 
considering these statistical errors, the values shown 
in parentheses in Table V are in good agreement with 
the corresponding total calculated errors. The only
4 2
TABLE V
Total calculated standard deviations for Y and Z errors in
results based on measurements in the spark chambers and on
measurements in the emulsions. The value used for the 
reproducibility of an IPD measurement was 0.176 mm and the 
value used for the emulsion location error was 0.217 mm.
The values in parentheses are the means of the Y and Z
values actually obtained for the calibration primaries.
All values are in mm in apparatus space.
X Locat ion' Chamber(s ) Used
Both Top Only Bottom Only
300 . 0 T8 0 . 12 0 . 74 0.97
230.8 TSC 0.10 0 .10 0 . 81
160 . 0 T2 0.23
(0.23)
0 .77 
(0.77)
0 .68 
(0.82 )
91.3 HR 0.23
(0.21)
1 . 46 
(1 .49)
0 .64 
(0.69)
24 . 6 H 0.22
(0.24)
2 .16 
(2 .18)
0. 41 
(0.44)
- 102.3 BSC 0.07 3 .47 0.09
-750.5 T6 0.25 10,20 1.42
aThe symbols have the following meanings:
T8 e Charge counter 
TSC e Top spark chamber
T2, HR, H 5 Location planes in the emulsion
BSC e Bottom spark chamber
T6 e Bottom scintillator in spectrometer
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difference in values greater than about 8% is the 17% 
difference in the values at T2 using the bottom chamber 
only .
Also note that the largest total calculated error 
for both spark chambers is 0.2 5 mm at T6, whereas the 
total calculated error for the top spark chamber only 
is about 10 mm at T6. The errors in the values which 
were used for the Y and Z locations of the edges of the 
various scintillators and chambers were at least 0.25 mm.
A calculation was made to determine the calculated 
error for a hypothetical six gap top spark chamber 
similar to the three gap top spark chamber used. The 
three additional gaps were taken to be immediately 
above the top spark chamber used. The spacing of these 
acidi t ional gaps was taken to be the same as that of 
the gaps of the actual spark chambers. The same method 
was used as had been used to obtain Table V. The 
value of 0.36 mm was obtained at T2. This is about 
one-half the value for the three gap spark chamber used. 
Therefore the scanning volume for a six gap top spark 
chamber would be about one-fourth (The X coordinate 
scanning region would still be about one diameter of 
the field of view,) as much as for the three gap top 
spark chamber used.
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II. E. 3. Results of Event Location
II. E. 3. a. Z > 1, noninteracting primaries . Tor’ 
comparative purposes the error distributions for the Z > 1 , 
noninteracting primaries not used in the calibration, 
but which were located in the emulsions, have been 
superimposed on the corresponding distributions of the 
calibration primaries. The resulting distributions of 
the Y and Z location errors at HR for all Z > 1, non­
interacting primaries are shown by the dashed histograms 
in Fig. 5. The standard deviations in Y and Z are each 
equal to 0.3 mm. The distributions of errors at HR 
in projected angles and dip angles for all Z > 1, 
noninteracting primaries are shown by the dashed 
histograms in Fig. 6. The standard deviation of the 
errors in the projected angles for these primaries is 
0.2°. The mean and standard deviation of the errors in 
the dip angles for these primaries are 0.1 and 0.3°, 
respectively. Tabulations of the means and standard 
deviations of the error distributions for all Z > 1, 
noninteracting primaries at T2, HR, and H are given in 
Tables I, II, and III.
The addition of the remaining Z > 1, noninteracting 
primaries to the calibration primaries has resulted in 
a slight increase in the standard deviations of the 
respective errors. The primary cause of this broadening
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in the error distributions is the inclusion ol some 
events having spark chamber photographs that could not 
be measured as accurately as most of the others because 
of the presence of delta rays and random spark discharges. 
Also, there were some tracks in which the ions produced 
by the primaries in the spark gaps drifted excessively 
before the spark chambers were photographed. Finally, 
some large errors were also caused by large local 
distortions in the emulsions.
A total of 146 out of 150 noninteracting primaries 
with 2 > 1 (as indicated by the charge counter T8) have 
been located in the emulsion target using measurements 
made on the spark chamber photographs. Generally, for 
these events the correct track was within the field of 
view of the microscope at the predicted location. One 
of the events was ambiguous in that two Z = 2 tracks 
were found with approximately equal errors. The 
remaining three primaries not found were indicated by 
the charge counter T8 as having Z = 2; however, the 
interaction counter T7 indicated that these primaries 
most probably had Z = 1. The interaction counter T7 
was set to trigger at a level corresponding to twice 
minimum ionization and, consequently, should have been 
triggered by primaries with Z = 2. All of the Z > 1 
primaries which were located in the emulsion target
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and which passed through T7 have caused T7 to be 
triggered. Therefore, it is most probable that these 
three primaries indeed had Z = 1. It has been estimated 
that 5 to 10 primaries passing through T7 and T8 and 
having Z = 1 could have been indicated by T8 as having 
Z > 2 without T7 having been triggered.
In addition to the 146 primaries mentioned above, 
there were three primaries which had missed the charge 
counter and, hence, were not indicated as having Z > 1.
These three primaries had been suspected of having Z > 1, 
based on the appearance of their spark chamber photo­
graphs. As stated in Sec. II. C., the density of the 
tracks in the spark chamber photographs usually was 
greater for primaries with Z > 1 than for primaries 
with Z = 1. Tracks with Z > 1 were found for these 
three primaries in the emulsions. The tracks found were 
in good agreement with the predicted values of location, 
projected angle, and dip. The corresponding errors were 
within two standard deviations of the error distributions 
of the calibration primaries shown in Figs. 5 and 6.
II. E. 3. b. Z > 1, interacting primaries. The 
location of the primaries wh^ch interacted above the 
spectrometer was more difficult than the location of 
the noninteracting primaries because the interacting 
primaries produced more than one track in each gap
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of the bottom spark chamber. Because of this, the 
emphasis in locating the interacting primaries was 
placed primarily on the use of measurements involving 
the top spark chamber only. dhower measurements on 
spark chamber photographs of the bottom chamber were 
complicated by the presence of delta rays, electron 
pairs, and random spark discharges. However, the 
bottom spark chamber was used in a few cases to help 
eliminate questions which arose in final event selection, 
for an interacting event the appearance of the secondaries 
in the photographs of the bottom spark chamber could 
be compared to the appearance (as observed in the 
emulsions) of the secondaries of a possible candidate 
for the correct interaction. This was of considerable 
help in the case of an ambiguous event. However, the 
lack of any momentum selection in the measurement of 
secondary shower particles in the bottom spark chamber 
photographs yielded uncertainties in the prediction of 
the original direction of the primary particle. Due 
to the relatively low energies of these interactions 
(2 to 300 GeV/Nucl.) and the wide angles of the secondary 
particles, it was not possible to scan for groups of 
secondary particles from interactions occurring in the 
emulsion. Furthermore, scanning in the emulsion for 
such secondary particles was complicated by the large
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number of electron pairs which were found throughout the 
emulsion stack. Consequently, the scanning for the Z > 1, 
and for the Z = 1, interacting primaries was based 
primarily on locating single primary tracks using 
calculations based on measurements involving the top 
spark chamber only. These single tracks were then 
followed through the emulsion stack to find the inter­
actions associated with them.
The numerical values of the standard deviations 
given in Table II (using the top spark chamber only) for 
all Z > 1, noninteracting primaries were used to 
determine the scanning volume and criteria for the 
interacting primaries. The scanning region was defined 
to be within two standard deviations of the calculated 
values given by the SCEMD2 program.
A total of 43 out of 43 Z > 1, interacting primaries
was located in the emulsion target in this way. The
total number of 43 Z > 1, interacting primaries was
obtained by using the predictions of T8 and the results 
of film scanning (the latter because 6 missed T8).
In addition, all Z > 1, interacting primaries were 
required to be "acceptable" (i.e., to have their 
extrapolated path pass through the entire spectrometer). 
One event was ambiguous in that two tracks were found 
with approximately equal errors. Each of these primaries
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subsequently interacted in the emulsions. The spark 
chamber photographs did allow a final selection to be 
made. Of the 43 Z > 1, interacting primaries, 35 
interacted in the emulsion target and 8 interacted 
below the target region (but above the spectrometer).
The means and standard deviations of the error distri­
butions at T2 for all Z > 1, interacting primaries are 
given in part of Table VI. These values are in good 
agreement with the values given in Table II for the 
Z > 1, noninteracting primaries.
II. E. 3. c. Z = 1, noninteracting primaries. All 
of the 6 3 "acceptable", Z = 1, noninteracting primaries 
above an arbitrary IN threshold of 90 (about 40 GeV) 
and which passed through T8R were located in the emulsions 
without any ambiguities. The scanning region for these 
primaries was defined to be within two standard deviations 
of the calculated values given by the SCEMD2 program.
The numerical values of the standard deviations used 
are those given in Table I (using both spark chambers) 
for all Z > 1, noninteracting primaries. The scanning 
procedure used in the location of these primaries was 
the same as that used in the location of the Z > 1, 
noninteracting primaries.
During the scanning for these noninteracting 
primaries with Z = 1, no ambiguous candidates were found
TABLE VI
Means and standard deviations (o) of errors in coordinates, 
projected angles (0), and dip angles ($) for the Z > 1, and 
the Z = 1, interacting primaries. The top spark chamber on1y 
was used.
Mean  o_____
S tandard
besori pt ion Plane Z>1 Z=1 Z>1 Z= 3
YCmm) T2 -0.2 0.1 0.6 0.8
Z(mm) T2 -0.2 0.1 0.0 0.6
0(deg) T2 0.0 -0.2 0.6 0.8
$(deg) T2 0.6 0.1 0 . 8  0 . 0
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within the defined scanning region. However, due to the 
large background of Z = 1 tracks in the omuir. inn;-. , 
hurt tier cheeks were made to ascertain the reliability 
in the location of these primaries. A different dummy 
event, consistent with the geometry of the apparatus, 
was given to each of the two scanners during the 
location of the real events. The scanners did not 
know that they were scanning for dummy events. No 
candidates were found for these dummy events. In addition, 
two events were scanned for by both scanners and in each 
case the same candidate was found.
Consequently, the scanning efficiency for these 
events was 100%. A tabulation of the means and standard 
deviations of the error distributions at HR and T2 for 
the 63 noninteracting primaries with Z = 1 is given in 
Table VII.
II. E. 3. d. Z = 1, interacting primaries. The 
scanning region for the Z = 1, interacting primaries was 
essentially the same as that of the Z > 1, interacting 
primaries. However, the background of Z = 1 tracks 
posed a problem. To minimize the background effects 
and extrapolation errors, mc^t of the scanning was done 
near the top of the stack at the standard plane T2 and 
an alternate plane T3 (about 4 mm from the top of the 
stack). Once a track was found within the scanning
TABLE VII
Means and standard deviations (a) of errors in coordinates, 
projected angles (6), and dip angles (<f>) for the 2 = 1 ,  
noninteracting primaries. Both spark chambers were used.
Standard
Description Plane Mean c
Y(mm) T2 -0.1 0.2
HR 0.0 0.2
Z(mm> T2 0.0 0.2
HR 0.0 0.2
6(deg) HR,T2 0.0 0.1
<(>(deg) T2 0.5 0.5
HR 0.1 0.2
region, it was followed through the emulsion stack to 
find the interaction associated with it.
All of the 56 "acceptable" candidates were scanned 
for at least once. A total of 29 Z - 1, interacting 
primaries were located without ambiguity. however, 13 
of the 27 candidates not located are believed to have 
interacted just below the emulsion target. A noninter­
acting track was not accepted as being the correct 
track for any of these candidates. (Such tracks were 
accepted in some cases involving Z > 1, interacting 
primaries.) Because of the large background of Z = 1 
tracks in the emulsion and the large scanning volume, 
for each of these 13 candidates there usually was one or 
more tracks of primaries which did not interact in the 
emulsion but were located within the scanning volume.
It was for this reason that no attempt was made to 
locate Z = 1 primaries in which the spark chamber 
photographs indicated that the interactions were 
definitely in the bottom spark chamber.
Therefore, only 14 primaries which interacted in 
the emulsion target were not located in the emulsions 
(Since 6 of these missed T8, some could have had Z > 1.) 
or 29 out of a total of 43 Z = 1, interacting (in the 
emulsion) primaries were located. Eight of these 29 
primaries were not located during the first scanning but
were located during the second (5 primaries), third 
(2 primaries), or fourth (1 primary) scanning. Thus, a 
total of 41 scans was made to locate these 29 primaries. 
Also, the 14 primaries not located were scanned for a 
total of 36 times (Each was scanned for at least twice.) 
and the 13 primaries which probably interacted under the 
target were scanned for a total of 17 times. The spark 
chamber photographs of any event not located were 
remeasured at least once to check for any measurement 
error made by the operator of the IPD. Six of the 29 
primaries successfully found in the emulsions were 
located using calculations based on remeasurements.
The top spark chamber only was used in the first 
scan for each primary. A larger scanning region and 
other location planes were used in some rescans with 
some success. However, for each event missed in a first 
Cor second) scan, an attempt was made to use measurements 
on a secondary from the interaction. This involved 
pairing corresponding spark tracks in the two stereo­
scopic photographs of the spark chambers. The scanning 
for each secondary was done at location plane H and 
location planes near H. This technique was successful 
in some cases. This type of scan was counted as a 
separate scan. For some of the 14 primaries not located 
this technique was not possible since in some cases too
many tracks (from about 2 5 particles and probably 
involving cascades) were seen in the bottom spark 
chamber photographs.
It was necessary to be sure that the scanning for 
the primary was being made above the interaction point 
of each primary. Measurements of the separations of 
the secondaries were made on photographs of the bottom 
spark chamber and used to calculate the X coordinates 
(heights) of predicted interaction points. Often, it 
was not possible to make these measurements for events in 
which a cascade appeared in the bottom spark chamber.
Also, the results were much more accurate for events in 
which the measurements could be made on the separations 
of secondaries emitted at relatively large angles than 
for events in which all the secondaries were emitted at 
relatively small angles. The predicted interaction 
point also was compared with the interaction point of 
any possible candidate for the correct interacting 
primary. Of the 29 interacting primaries located 
there were only three primaries for which the predicted 
interaction point could not be calculated. For the 26 
primaries in which the calculations could be made, the 
differences in the heights X between the actual interaction 
points found and the predicted interaction points 
varied from 1.1 mm to +H2.6 mm and -39.7 mm. The mean
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and standard deviation of the distribution of differences 
are -1.5 and 17.3 mm, respectively. The value of the mean 
is negligible and the value of the standard deviation 
is small enough to imply that the method is useful.
(The scannings were made for the tracks of primaries 
which had interacted - not for interactions.) It was 
usually possible to predict, before the scan for a 
particular primary, how accurate a particular predicted 
interaction height would be.
The predicted interaction points of the 13 primaries 
which probably interacted under the target are from 5 
to 48 mm below the bottom edge of the target. Therefore, 
all 13 are within 2.8 standard deviations from the 
bottom of the target. However, it is believed that the 
method of obtaining predicted interaction points is 
more accurate for these low interaction points than 
for all predicted interaction points because the 
extrapolation is over a shorter distance. The standard 
deviation of the differences between the X coordinates 
of the found and predicted interaction points for the 
primaries which were located and which interacted 
within 17.3 mm (i.e., one standard deviation of the 
distribution of all 26 primaries) above the bottom 
edge of the target is only 11.7 mm. There were six 
such primaries. Of the 14 primaries not located
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Ln the emulsions, the lowest predicted interaction 
point is only 6 mm above the bottom edge of the target.
When a candidate for the correct interaction was 
found, the projected and dip angles of the secondaries 
were measured. Then the projected paths of the secondaries 
were plotted on a full scale drawing of the apparatus 
to ascertain that the secondaries seen in the emulsion 
indeed passed through the bottom spark chamber in 
approximately the same manner as seen in the photographs 
of the chamber. Several possible candidates were rejected 
because of a disagreement in appearance, but usually 
events were accepted even though there was some disagree­
ment because of possible effects of secondary interactions 
and cascades.
The total efficiency (number primaries found / number 
ol scans for primaries believed to have interacted in 
the emulsions) is 38% (29/77). If only the scans for 
which the primaries were eventually located are used, 
the efficiency is 71% (29/41).
The means and standard deviations of the error 
distributions at T2 for the 29 2 = 1, interacting 
primaries (which were located) are given in part of Table 
VI. These values are in good agreement with the values 
given in Table II for all Z > 1, noninteracting primaries.
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II. E. 4. Discussion of Results of Location
The group of primaries with Z > 1 which did not 
interact in the emulsion target was located with 
considerable accuracy in a relatively short time.
Typically it required approximately 2 h to locate a Z > 1, 
noninteracting primary at two of the standard planes and 
to follow the track between the standard planes for 
verification. The results of using spark chambers 
above and below the emulsion target were used to define 
a restricted scanning volume and acceptance criteria 
so that Z > 1, noninteracting primaries could be located 
reliably and quickly. The scanning efficiency for the 
Z > 1 primaries which did not interact in the emulsion 
target was approximately 100%, since there was only one 
ambiguity out of 150 predicted and located noninteracting 
primaries with Z > 1. For all Z > 1, noninteracting 
primaries the standard deviations of the distributions 
of errors in the location, projected angles, and dip 
angles at HR are 0.3 mm, 0,2°, and 0.3°, respectively.
The procedure developed for locating the Z > 1, 
noninteracting primaries was used to locate Z = 1, 
noninteracting primaries without ambiguities. On the 
average, it required 2.5 h to locate a Z = 1, noninter­
acting primary at two of the standard planes and to
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follow the track between the standard plane:; f or 
verification. The scanning efficiency lor' lie’ locat ion 
of the Z = 1 primaries which did not interact in the 
emulsion target was 100%. The scanning for these Z = 1 
primaries was restricted to "acceptable" ones above an 
arbitrary £N threshold of 90 (about 40 GeV). The 
standard deviations of the distributions of errors in 
the location, projected angles, and dip angles, at HR 
for these Z = 1 primaries are 0.2 mm, 0.1°, and 0.2°, 
respectively.
The scanning for the "acceptable" interacting 
primaries has indicated that interactions in the emulsion 
target can be located without significant ambiguities. 
Mainly measurements involving only the top spark chamber 
(three gaps) were used in locating these interacting 
primaries. The scanning time involved was greater 
for the interacting primaries than for the noninteracting 
primaries because the defined scanning volume was larger. 
Typically, it required 6-8 h to locate and verify a 
candidate for a Z > 1, interacting primary. The scanning 
time for the Z = 1, interacting primaries was higher 
still, due to the larger bacKground of Z = 1 tracks 
in the emulsions. The typical scanning time for each 
scan for a Z = 1, interacting primary was about 2-4 d.
The scanning efficiencies for the Z > 1, and for the
bn
V, = 1, interacting primaries were 10U% and 38“ ,
respectively. The standard deviations of the error 
distributions of the interacting primaries located in 
the emulsions (shown in Table VI) are in good agreement 
with those obtained using the calibration sample (shown 
in Table II).
For all of the primaries, the entire scanning 
volume was scanned at each of two of the location planes. 
Therefore, the scanning time required to locate an 
event was very dependent on the scanning volume and the 
number of background candidates. Consequently, the 
scanning time for the noninteracting primaries was 
reasonably short since the scanning volume was relatively 
small and since the acceptance criteria eliminated 
most of the background candidates. However, because 
mainly only the top spark chamber (three gaps) was used 
for locating the interacting primaries, the scanning 
volume and acceptance criteria were considerably larger 
than for the noninteracting primaries. A significant 
improvement which could be made in apparatus such as 
that used in this experiment would be to have a larger 
number of gaps in the top spark chamber, say six gaps 
instead of three. An increase in the number of gaps in 
the top chamber would greatly facilitate the location 
of the interacting primaries (in particular the Z = 1,
interacting primaries), since the required scanning 
volume and the number of possible background candidates 
would be significantly decreased. As stated above (See 
bee. IX. E. 2.) the scanning volume for a six gap top 
spark chamber would be about one-fourth that of the 
three gap chamber used.
However, it is significant that all of the 
(interacting and noninteracting) Z > 1 primaries were 
located in the emulsion target with only one ambiguous 
case. All of the Z = 1, noninteracting primaries above 
an arbitrary IN threshold of 90 were located in the 
emulsions without any ambiguities. A total of 29 
out of 43 Z = 1, interacting primaries also were locate 
A summary of the results of the event location scanning 
is given in Table VIII.
The spark chamber photographs indicated that 
the interactions of the 14 Z = 1, interacting primaries 
not located in the emulsions were similiar to the 
interactions of the 29 Z = 1, interacting primaries 
located. The numbers and angular distributions of 
the tracks appearing in the bottom spark chamber 
photographs were similiar in both groups. For this 
reason the results given in Sec. III. A. should not 
be affected by the fact that some of the interacting 
primaries were not used.
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TABLL VIIT
Summary of the results of the event location scanning. All 
events were required to have a primary which passed through 
the top spark chamber and to have not more than one unasso­
ciated particle which passed through the spectrometer. The 
additional restrictions listed also were imposed.
Type Number
Scanned for, 
Located not Located
Add itional 
Restrict ions
Z>1 noninteracting 150' None (90 were 
"acceptable")
Z>I interacting 0 "Acceptable", 
interact above 
spectrometer
Z=1 noninteracting 63 "Acceptable", 
IN > 90
Z=1 interacting 29 14 "Acceptable", 
interact in 
emulsion
Total Z>1 285 14
®One event was located ambiguously
^An additional 13 Z=1 primaries which probably 
interacted under the target were scanned for, 
but no interacting candidates were found.
a , c- ., ■ .18,36-48A number' of other experiments using
spark chambers in conjunction with emulsions have been
proposed or performed. But no other experiment which
involved the location of primary cosmic rays in emulsion
exposed in a balloon flight with typical background
conditions has been performed. However, the results
of two of these experiments can be compared with the
results of this experiment.
4 8In the experiment by Kinzer, Seeman, and Share 
a spark chamber with two wide gaps was used just 
below the emulsion stack. The emulsion stack was 
comprised of only thirty-eight 600 micron pellicles 
which were only 229 mm * 13 mm (13 mm was the height 
of the stack). Only 32 events were located in the 
stack and there were three ambiguities. The standard 
deviations of the distributions of errors in the 
location, projected angles, and dip angles are 0.2 mm, 
0.3°, and 0.5°, respectively.
4 2In the experiment by Duff, Garbutt, and Toner 
the arrangements of the spark chambers and emulsion 
stack was similar to the arrangement in this experiment, 
but only 18 events were locaied in the emulsions.
They reported only the mean value of the errors instead 
of the standard deviations, but their table of errors 
was used (by this author) to calculate the standard
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deviations. Since the 18 events included one ambiguous 
event and one event in which the correct track may 
not have been found, only 16 events were used in the 
calculations. The standard deviations of the distri­
butions of errors in the two horizonal coordinates, 
the projected angles, and dip angles are 0.3 mm, 0.5 mm, 
0.3°, and 0.3°, respectively.
A tabulation of the results of the other two 
experiments and of some of the results of this experiment 
is given in Table IX. Note that the errors in both 
of the other two experiments are approximately equal 
to or larger than the values reported in this experiment. 
Also, the number of events located in the emulsions 
is much smaller in the other two experiments.
This experiment shows that it is possible in 
cosmic ray balloon flight experiments to use spark 
chambers to locate primaries in an emulsion stack.
These primaries can be used for various studies.
TABLE IX
Comparison of the results of experiments using spark chamfers 
to locate particle tracks in emulsion targets. The standard 
deviations (o) of the errors in the location coordinates are 
given in nun and the a of the errors in projected angle (6) 
and dip angle (<(>) are given in degrees.
Number
Experiment Located3  o_
Location*5 0 0
Kinzer, Seeman, 
and Share48 29 0.2 0 . 3 0 . b
Duff, Garbutt, 
42and Toner 16 0.4 0 . 3 0 . 3
This experiment
1) Z > 1
2) Z = 1
149
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0 . 3 
0 . 2
0.2
0.1
0 . 3 
0.2
aExcluding ambiguous events and events in which 
the correct track may not have been found.
^The means of the o obtained for each of the two 
horizonal location coordinates.
The values shown are for all Z > 1, and all Z = 1, 
noninteracting primaries located in the emulsion 
at the standard plane HR. Both spark chambers 
were used.
II. r. Delta Ray Counting 
II. F . 1. Purpose
Scintillation counter T8 was used to indicate the 
charge of the incident primary in four channels corres­
ponding to the charges Z = 1 or 1, Z = 2, Z = 3, and 
Z i 4. The results of the location of the primaries 
in the emulsions indicated that all primaries indicated 
by the charge counter as having Z = 3 were actually 
alpha particles. The number of grains per 100 microns 
was counted for each of two noninteracting primaries 
indicated by T8 as having Z = 2. The grain count 
indicated that these primaries indeed had Z = 2.
The charge of the remaining Z ~ 2 primaries were 
checked by comparing them to these two primaries.
Since the charge counter did not indicate the 
exact charge of primaries with Z > 4, it was necessary 
to determine the charge of these primaries by some 
other method. An attempt was made to determine the 
charges by photometric measurements in the emulsions. 
However, this attempt failed due to the high background 
level and due to the very dark grid printed on the 
emulsions. Therefore, the charges of these 31 primarie 
with Z 1 4 were determined by measuring the density of 
delta rays (low energy electrons) along the track of
Ofich primary in the emulsions.
II. F. 2. Method
The method of using the number of delta rays emitted
by a primary as it passed through emulsion to determine
the charge of the primary has been developed by various 
7 3-77researchers. The exact method used in this
experiment was developed by E. R. Goza and S. Krzywdzinsk
The number of delta rays (dn) emitted per unit
length with delta ray energies in the interval W to
W + dW by a particle with charge Z is given by Mott's 
73equation:
2irNZ2e4 dW
dn = -------  . —  ■ [1 + f(W,B,Z>] , where
2 q 2 ,.2
me B W
m = electron mass,
N = electron density of the detector, 
e = electron charge, 
v = velocity of particle, 
c = velocity of light, and 
B = v/c.
For the electron energies used in practice, the 
relativistic correction term f(W,B,Z) may be neglected.
In this case the energy limits and Wj yield
(i H
r 2 r 2 2e
*
me me
2me W„ ^ 1 ?
The upper limit is set either by the sensitivity
of the emulsion or by the difficulty of seeing tracks 
of low ionizing electrons. The lower limit is set 
by the criterion used in delta ray counting. A delta 
ray must have a certain minimum length in order to 
be counted. Two criteria which have been used by 
various researchers are
(1) a grain criterion, which stipulates that an 
accepted delta ray must have at least four (Some 
researchers stipulate at least three.) grains, and
(2) a range criterion, which stipulates that the 
delta ray must have a certain extension (about 2 microns) 
from the central line of the track.
Both criteria correspond roughly to W-^  = 10 keV.
If the conventions in delta ray counting are 
kept independent of the charge Z and velocity B, the 
energy limits and are constants. Therefore, 
the equation for the delta ray density is reduced to
Z 2
n = const * — rr .
6
From this equation it is evident that at relativistic
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velocities ( 3 = 1 )  the delta ray density is a single 
valued function of the charge of the particle. In this 
experiment 3 = 1 is a good approximation because
(1) the energy threshold for the spectrometer 
was about 30 GeV, and
(2) the kinetic energy cut off at a geomagnetic 
latitude of 41° (where the apparatus was flown) is
1.5 GeV/Nucl., corresponding to 3 = 0.92.
Therefore, the equation for the number of delta 
rays per 100 microns (N^) can be written as
Nfi = A • Z2 + B,
where B represents the level due to background.
A Koristka R4 microscope with 10x Leitz Periplan 
eyepieces and 100* Leitz objective was used for the 
measurements. Therefore, the total magnification was 
1 0 0 0 x. This magnification was found to yield the most 
consistent results. A scale in the eyepiece was used 
to measure small distances. One scale division (sd) 
was equal to about 0.59 microns.
The following criteria were used:
(1) The projected length of the delta ray in the 
plane of the emulsion must have been greater than or 
equal to 3 sd. (See Fig. 7(a).) A range criterion 
was used because it appeared to be more objective than 
a grain one.
1 0
(a )
> 3 sd
Projected length
(b)
t £-< 1 d
Separat ion
(c) _L
4 sd
~ T
At least one grain
(d) Not counted
(e) Counted
(f ) Not counted
tg)
Counted only once
(h) Counted twice
Fig. 7 Delta Ray Counting Criteria.
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(2) The separation of a solid delta ray from the 
outside edge of the heavy primary track must have been 
less than 1 sd. (See Fig. 7(b).)
O J A  delta ray with single grains or several 
gaps must have had at least one grain within a projected 
distance of 4 sd from the axis of the heavy primary 
track. (See Fig. 7(c).)
(4) One or two grains near the heavy primary track 
did not constitute a delta ray. (See Fig. 7(d).)
Only three or more grains constituted a delta ray.
(See Fig. 7(e).)
(5) A row of grains which crossed the heavy primary 
track was not counted. (See Fig. 7(f).)
(6) A row of grains which appeared to begin and end 
on the heavy primary track was counted only once.
(See Fig. 7(g).) It was assumed that the row did not 
represent two delta rays meeting.
(7) In the case of a complicated blob having more 
than one protrusion each of these protrusions was 
counted as a delta ray. (See Fig. 7(h).) An 
uncomplicated blob was counted as one delta ray.
(8) Very steep delta rays were counted only if 
they were connected to the heavy primary track or their 
grains converged toward the heavy primary track in the 
Z direction.
In determining the delta ray density for each 
primary, a cell length corresponding to not less than 
20 0 delta rays was used. Therefore, the measurements 
were not made with constant cell length. In each plate, 
only the central layer, corresponding to less than 
5/6 of the thickness of the emulsion, was used. No 
correction was necessary for the dip of the tracks, 
since in all cases, the length per plate was greater 
than 3.5 mm. The delta ray counting was done inde­
pendently by E. R. Goza (G), S. Krzywdzinski (K), and 
the author (S). Their results usually agreed within 
the limits of statistical error. In case of larger 
disagreement, measurements were repeated. The author 
measured only the Z > 4 , interacting primaries located 
during the scanning for the Z - 1, interacting primaries 
(which was after the completion of the measurements 
by the other two measurers) and the Z 1 4, interacting 
primaries for which the results of the other two 
measurers disagree.
II. F . 3. Calibration
It was necessary to determine the numerical values 
for the constants A and B in the equation for above. 
Therefore, calibration measurements were done separately 
by the three measurers. Events for the calibration were
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found by strip scanning for heavy primaries in 22 
emulsion plates at a distance of about 5 mm from the 
top of the stack. Each heavy track found was followed 
toward the bottom of the stack until it interacted 
or left the stack. Three interactions were selected 
in which fragments with charge Z 5 3 were emitted 
under angles of the same order of magnitude. These 
events are also characterized by a small number of 
evaporation prongs (N^). It is believed that they 
are pure fragmentations, without meson production, 
of the incident heavy nuclei on free or quasi-free 
nucleons. Several other events which appeared to be 
fragmentations also were found. Measurements were 
performed on these also, but the results obtained did 
not match as well as the results for the three events 
finally used. These events not used were excluded 
since it appeared that they were of too low energy or 
were not pure fragmentations.
Information on the three fragmentations used in 
the calibration is given in Table X together with the 
delta ray counting data for them. Also included as 
calibration events were the two Z = 2, noninteracting 
primaries for which the Z (as indicated by T8) had been 
checked by grain counting. (See Sec. II. F. 2.) To 
determine values for A and B, a separate least squares
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TAB Li! X
Lvent number, assumed interaction, assumed charge, and count­
ing data for the events used in the delta ray counting cali­
bration. The data was obtained independently by the three 
measurers G, K, and S.
Delta ray data 
(number / cell length in microns)
bvent Interaction Z
G K S
12 Be 2 a
(N - 2) 4   261/18000
. . . 2 6 5/9304 54/10000 44/ 8000
rw = m  3 81/9000 80/8000 72/8000
K h } 5 283/14147 448/20000 424/20000
3 0 C + 6p +
large angle 6 238/8500 613/20000 502/16000
recoil minimum
(Nv = 0) h
834 None 2   132/28000
9 2 7 None 2 179/39500
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fit was made to the data obtained by each measurer.
bach measurer subsequently used the values of A and B
corresponding to his own calibration measurements.
A summary of the calibration data and the values
determined for A and B are given in Table XI. The
71 7 2errors shown in the table are purely statistical. ’
II. F. ^ . Results
After the calibration, delta ray measurements were
made for the 31 primaries with Z > H . The calibration
equations were used to calculate values of for
Z + 0.5 and Z - 0.5, where Z is an integer from 3 to 10.
An integral value of Z was assigned to each particular
primary whenever the value of for the primary fell
in between the values corresponding to Z + 0.5 and Z - 0.5.
Several primaries having values of very close to the
border lines between consecutive integers were recounted.
For some primaries the values of Z obtained by the three
measurers differ by one unit of charge. The results
obtained by the three measurers are shown in Table XII.
Information about whether or not each primary was
noninteracting, passed through the charge counter T8, and
was "acceptable" also is given in Table XII.
The results of these charge determinations were used
65in flux and charge distribution determinations ,
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TABLi: XT
nummary of delta ray counting c a l ibration data and results 
for’ the three m e a s u r e r s  G, K, and S. The constants are for
the equation = A ‘ 2 2 + B.
G K S
C h a r g e N6
2 0. 59 + 0.08 0.48 ± 0.02 0.55 + 0.08
3 0 . 90 + 0 .10 1.00 ± 0.11 0.90 + 0.11
4 1.45 + 0.09
5 2.00 + 0 .12 2.24 i 0.11 2.12 + 0.10
6 2 .80 + 0 .18 3 .07 ± 0.12 3 .14 + 0 . 14
Cons tant Numerical Value
A
B
0.060 + 0.005 0.082 i 0.003 0.079 ± 0.004
0.30 ± 0.08 0.15 + 0.03 0.21 ± 0.08
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TABLE XXI
Results of charge determination by delta ray counting for
primaries with Z 1 4. The results were obtained indepen-
dently by the three measurers G > K , and S. Unless otherwise
indicated, each primary was noninteracting, passed through
the charge counter T8, and was "acceptable".
Event
Number G K S Remarks3
817 6 6
630 6 5
735 9 IM
1036 7 7 U
1059 6 6
1110 8 7 U
1299 7 6 u
1326 5 4 u
1682 5 5
1975 8 7 B
1981 5 6 5 I
2330 6 6 I
2518 5 5
2875 5 5 u
3008 5 5 I
3157 6 5 6 IM
3191 6 5 6 I
3530 6 6 I
3531+ 7 7
36 4 9 8 8 I
3700 5 5
3745 5 IM
3780 8 IM
3866 7 6 u
4001 7 7 U
4146 4 4 u
4209 7 7
4272 9 8 B
4323 23 23
4454 9 9
4516 11 11 u
The symbols have the following meanings 
I = Interacts in target.
B = Interacts between target and 
spectrometer.
M = Missed T8.
U = Not ’'acceptable*'.
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in the spectrometer' energy determinations (See Sec. II.
II.), and in the evaluation of methods of energy determ­
ination (See Sec. III. A. 1.).
II. G. Angular Pistribution Measurements
The angular distribution of the charged particles 
produced in the interaction of each primary which 
interacted in the emulsions was measured with a Koristka 
HU microscope using published methods.^ The emulsion 
plates were aligned on the microscope with the direction 
of the primary parallel to the X motion of the stage.
A filar micrometer and a 100x Leitz objective were used 
to measure the Y and Z coordinates of the secondary 
tracks at several distances (called "cut" distances) 
from the interaction in the direction of increasing X.
For each track the coordinates at the various "cut" 
distances were compared and one value used for the 
calculations. The same cut distance was not necessarily 
used for all tracks. If the projected angle (relative 
to the path of the primary) of a secondary track was 
greater than about 10°, the angle (instead of the Y 
coordinates) of the track was measured. The secondary 
track was aligned parallel to the stage X motion and 
the stage protractor used to measure the projected 
angle. Then, a 50x Koristka objective was used to 
measure the tangent of the dip angle.
/'I
A computer program (CAD) was used to analyze the 
microscope measurements. For each secondary the program 
calculated the tangents of the projected, dip, and space 
(or emission) angles relative to the incident direction 
of the primary. The derivation of the equations used in 
the CAD program to calculate the emission angles (0) 
is given in Appendix B.
The method used in this experiment for making the 
angular distribution measurements was developed and the 
program CAD was written by E. R. Goza and S. Krzywdzinski. 
The measurements were made by S. Krzywdzinski and the 
au tho r.
The emission angles were used in the CAD program to
calculate estimates the energy of each primary.
Tracks for which 8 ± 90° were not used in the calculations
Several emulsion methods of estimating the energies
1 1 1 7  8were used. The Castagnoli method * ’ (E .) is based& cas t
on the assumptions that the charged secondaries are 
emitted with forward-backward symmetry in the center of 
mass system and that the target is a nucleon. The 
equations used were
1<Dg Ycast = “ <log tan6>
and E = m ( 2 - 1 )  ,cast d ’cast *
where m is the proton mass.
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The Ec^ method1,11 is based on the assumption of
constancy of transverse momentum of charged secon- 
1 7 9 80daries * * and inelasticity. The equation used was
E ^ = <pt> JcscO (GeV),
where the mean transverse momentum <Pt> was taken 
to be 0.4 GeV/c.
The value of E ^ is usually multiplied by 1.5 in 
order to include the energy going to uncharged secondaries 
(pions). The estimate should be independent of the
target mass and secondary interactions inside of the 
target nucleus.1,11 The E estimate is not independent
CdS L
of either of these.
"Black" and "gray" tracks (tracks with grain densities 
greater than 1.4 times the grain density of the tracks 
of minimum ionizing particles) were not used in these 
energy estimations.
In the case of an alpha particle or a heavy nucleus 
interaction, a plot of log tan0 for the secondaries was 
examined in an effort to determine which of the small 
angle Z = 1 tracks were fragments. Tracks were considered 
to be fragments if they were separated from the remaining 
tracks in the plot. However, this selection was somewhat 
subjective, since there was not any fixed minimum 
separation required in order for a track to be considered
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a fragment. Of course, the sum of the charges of the
Z = 1 and Z > 1 fragments had to be less than or equal
to the charge of the primary. The tracks which were
considered not to be fragments were used to calculate
E , and E . . cast ch
In the case of the Z = 1 primaries the contribution
of the surviving primary to these energy estimates can
be large compared to the contribution of the other
secondaries. Therefore, it is desirable to obtain energy
estimates in which this contribution of the primary is
eliminated. This has been achieved by excluding the
smallest angle track from the calculations of estimates
E i and E . , if the track contributes more thancast-1 ch-1
one-half of the energy to Ec ^ and , respectively.
The emission angles of the Z = 1 and Z = 2 fragments
from Z > 1, interacting primaries were used to calculate
two more energy estimates (E and E ). The value of E & P o p
was calculated using the Z = 1 fragments and the value
of E^ was calculated using the Z = 2 fragments. The 
1 76 81-83equations * * used in these two methods were
E = 0.12 (<e 2>)“1/2 (GeV/Nucl.)
P P
E * 0.06 (<0 2>)”1/2 (GeV/Nucl.) . ot a
These energy estimates obtained using emulsion 
methods were compared with estimates obtained
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using the spectrometer. (See Sec. III. A. 1.)
In the case of the Z = 1, interacting primaries 
the directions of emission of the secondaries were used 
in the Monte Carlo calculations for the spectrometer 
estimates of primary energies. (See Sec. II. H.)
II. H. Spectrometer Energy Determinations
The calibration of the ionization spectrometer 
at accelerator energies was extrapolated to higher 
energies with the help of three-dimensional Monte Carlo
c 6-61calculations, which were fitted with the measure­
ments of the Brookhaven AGS calibration (See Sec.
II, A.). Basically, the cascade model incorporated 
existing information about mean values and fluctuations 
of the nuclear interaction parameters of high energy 
hadron interactions and the conversion of tt° meson 
energy into electromagnetic cascades.
The interaction parameters considered in the cascade 
model included multiplicity, inelasticity, nuclear 
evaporation energy, and the interaction length (or mean 
free path) of the interacting particle. Lateral 
spreading was determined by taking into account
(1) the angles of emission of the secondary 
particles from individual interactions,
(2) the angular separation of gamma rays from
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o , 
ti decay,
C 3) the angular separation of the electrons created
in pair production, and
(4) multiple scattering of the strongly interacting 
particles passing through the absorber.
The particles produced in each interaction were 
assumed to be pions only. The calculations were 
performed for single particles incident on the absorber 
by following the incident particle and all the created 
charged pions through successive interactions until 
either they stopped or passed out of the absorber.
Neutral pions were considered to decay instanta­
neously into two gamma rays, each of which underwent 
electron pair production. Each of these electrons in 
turn was taken to form an independent electromagnetic 
cascade whose energy was converted into that of cascade
electrons using the well known Approximation B of 
8 4Rossi. No attempt was made to follow individual 
particles in the electromagnetic cascade.
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the calculations 
with the AGS measurements for 2 8 GeV primary protons 
which had their first interaction in a carbon target 
which was 1/2 interaction length thick. The distributions 
of EN recorded by the spectrometer (solid curve) and 
predicted by the calculations (dashed curve) are plotted.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of Monte Carlo calculations 
with AGS spectrometer measurements for 2 8 GeV 
primary protons which had their first interaction 
in a carbon target. The distributions of FN 
recorded by the spectrometer (Bolid curve) and 
predicted by the calculations (dashed curve) 
are plotted.
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The fit seems to be reasonably good. The relative 
standard deviations c r C Z N ) / < L N > of the distributions 
are about 43%.
In this comparison the exact depth of the first 
interaction is unknown. It is known only that the first 
interaction occurred somewhere in the carbon target. For 
an interaction occurring in the emulsion target, the 
interaction point is known quite accurately. The 
distributions of IN were expected to be sensitive to some 
characteristics of the first interactions. Therefore, in 
order to determine the primary energy of each proton 
which interacted in the emulsion target, the Monte Carlo 
calculations were made to correspond to events having 
the known interaction point, the known angle of incidence, 
and the known number of charged secondary particles, which 
in turn had known directions (See Sec. II. G.). Such a 
simulation removes much of the uncertainty for an 
individual event, and the corresponding distributions for 
IN should be more narrow than for cases in which the 
characteristics of the first interaction are unknown. In 
other words, in the former case the primary energy 
estimates should be determined with smaller limits of 
errors. However, the energy of each primary was also 
determined from Monte Carlo calculations using the mean 
values of the incident angles of the Z - 1 interacting
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primaries located and using random values for the depths
of the first interactions of the primaries in the target.
These energies can compared with the energies
(E ) obtained using the characteristics of the first sp
interactions and to emulsion estimates.
The simulations for Z > 1 primaries which interacted 
in the target were made using only the incident directions 
of the primaries and the locations of the first inter­
actions. The number of nucleons participating in the 
first interaction was determined randomly from a 
uniform distribution. After the first interaction, 
the nucleons were assumed to behave as independent 
nucleons, with the nucleons which participated in the 
interaction going on possibly to interact again and the 
nucleons which did not participate in the interaction 
going on possibly to make their first interaction. This 
is a reasonable assumption for alpha particles, but it 
is probably too crude for the heavier particles.
The height of the first interaction in the case of 
the 6 3 Z = 1, noninteracting primaries had to be 
estimated. The low level discriminator light bulb 
signals from T1-T6 were used to obtain these estimates.
The low level light bulbs should have been lit if two 
or more particles passed through the corresponding 
scintillators. For each primary the smallest value of
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j (j = 1-5) was determined such that the low level bulbs
for Tj and TCj+1) were lit. The primary was assumed
to have interacted for the first time in the iron layer
just above Tj. Monte Carlo calculations were made
separately to correspond to events in which the primaries
interacted for the first time in the centers of Fe(a),
Fe(b), Fe(c), and Fe(d). These calculations were similar
to the calculations for E Bince the target and eachspo °
iron layer were 1/2 interaction length thick.
More complete discussions of the Monte Carlo
calculations can be found in Refs. 56 and 60.
Figure 9 serves as a typical example of the method
used to obtain the Egp spectrometer determination of the
primary energy. A preliminary estimate °f t*"16
energy was obtained based on a linear extrapolation of
the energy dependence of <IN> determined from the AGS
measurements. The Monte Carlo calculations were made
for two or three energies (Eq ) which bracketed E^Qg-
For each value of E , 500 Monte Carlo events wereo '
used. A log-log plot of EQ vs. <£N> was then made.
In addition, plots were made for Eq v s . <EN> ± o(EN) 
to indicate the errors associated with the calculated 
relationship between Eq and <EN>. The size of each point 
plotted in Fig. 9 indicates the approximate statistical
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Fig. 9. Typical example of method used to obtain 
the spectrometer determination of primary energy 
(E ) and the limits of error (E* and Eqt^  fr,°mSp “r
the measured value of EN.
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error in the estimate of each <IN>. The corresponding
points were connected by straight lines. Then, using the
line E vs. <EN>, E was taken to be the energy corres- o ’ sp
ponding to the value of IN measured by the spectrometer. 
This primary energy is assumed to be accurate within 
the limits of errors governed by the lines Eq v s .
<£N> ± o(EN). Therefore, in order to obtain the 
relative standard deviation of errors for the spectrometer 
energy estimation following equations were
used:
E+ - E 
o+ = ■ 5P
Esp „+
sp
E - E" 
o* = --- S£
Esp p-
sp
3,111 °Esp = T  (°Esp + °Esp> ’
where E+ and E” are obtained from the lines Em vs. sp sp o
<EN> + a(EN) and Eq v s . <EN> - a(EN), respectively.
The E estimate was obtained by a similiar method, spo
However, the values of <£N> and <EN> ± o(EN) for five 
different values of EQ were calculated and plotted 
together. The three sets of five points were connected 
by three smooth curves. All of the values of ESp0 »
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E+ , and E~ were then obtained from this one plot, spo’ spo
The method used for the 63 Z = 1, noninteracting
primaries was the same as for E except that a plotspo
(using three values of E ) had to be made for firsto
interactions in each of the first four iron layers.
Because of the trigger conditions (See Sec, II. A.) 
not all primary events which satisfied the geometric 
trigger conditions were recorded on the spark chamber 
film. This was partly because it was desirable to 
reduce the number of low energy events recorded. The 
three requirements which affected the efficiency with 
which the apparatus accepted (for recording) events 
(meeting all geometric requirements) are pulses corres­
ponding to
(1) two particles through scintillation counter T6,
(2) thirteen or more particles through either of the 
pairs of scintillators A, B, or C, and
(3) no particles through guard counter 0.
These requirements are especially important for a 
primary which interacted in the target since, for example, 
secondaries from the interaction could pass through the 
guard counter and cause the event net to be recorded.
The Monte Carlo program was used to calculate the 
fraction of target interacting proton events which 
satisfied all three requirements separately and which
‘JI
satisfied all three together for various values of the 
primary energy. The incident direction and point of 
first interaction were taken randomly. The lower curve 
in Fig. 10 shows the energy dependence of the fraction of 
Monte Carlo events which satisfied all three trigger 
requirements (i.e., the energy dependence of the triggering 
efficiency). The extrapolation above 100 GeV is based on 
the result that for all primary energies about 86% of the 
events satisfied the guard counter condition (no secondary 
through the guard counter).
Since the actual electrical triggering efficiency 
of this guard counter is not known, the 64 target 
interacting primaries located in the emulsion were used 
to determine if any of the charged secondaries from the 
first interactions passed through the guard counter.
The measured values of the emission directions of the 
secondaries were used. None of the 303 secondaries were 
emitted in a direction which would have allowed them 
to pass through the guard counter. However, 8 of the 
303 secondaries (or 11% of the events had secondaries 
which) were emitted at angles such that they would 
have passed through the guard counter if it had been 
located on the other two sides of the bottom spark 
chamber. These results indicate that the guard counter 
probably did reject some target interacting events.
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Fig. 10. Apparatus triggering efficiency for
target interacting proton Monte Carlo events.
The lower curve shows the energy dependence of
the triggering efficiency. The upper curve
shows the energy dependence of the ratio t<ns>
for Monte Carlo events which satisfied the
trigger requirements 3 / [<n > for all Montes
Carlo events].
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Monte Carlo calculations were also used to determine 
the effect of the triggering efficiency on the observed 
mean multiplicity (<n >). The upper curve in Fig. 10 
shows the energy dependence of the ratio R s [<n > for 
Monte Carlo events which satisfied the trigger require­
ments] / [<n > for all Monte Carlo events]. This curve s
indicates that <n > was not significantly dependents
on the triggering efficiency.
The distribution of the values of E for the 2 9sp
Z = 1, interacting primaries which were located in the 
emulsions is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 11.
The dashed curve includes the 14 Z = 1, interacting 
primaries not located. The Es^o method was used for 
these 14 primaries. The numbers under the curves indicate 
the actual number of primaries in each interval.
Similar distributions for the Z > 1, interacting 
primaries are shown in Fig. 12. The solid curve is for 
the Z = 2, interacting primaries and the dashed curve 
is for all Z > 1, interacting primaries.
More of the results of the spectrometer determinations 
are given in Table XIII. The charge group column 
indicates the primary charge and Cfor Z > 1 primaries) 
whether the primary actually interacted or just fragmented. 
The mean values of the number n of minimum ionizingS
secondaries and of the number of gray and black
37/NV
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Fig. 11. Distributions of E for the Z = 1 ° sp
primaries which interacted in the emulsion target. 
The solid curve is for only those 2 9 primaries 
which were located in the emulsions and the dashed 
curve is for all primaries (including the 14 
primaries not located in the emulsions). The 
numbers under the curves indicate the actual number 
of primaries in each interval.
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Fig. 12. Distributions of E „  for the Z > 1 “ sp
primaries which interacted in the emulsion target. 
The solid curve is for all Z = 2 primaries and the 
dashed curve is for all Z > 1 primaries. The 
numbers under the curveB indicate the actual number 
of primaries in each interval.
TABLE XIII
Properties of the primary interactions located in the 
emulsion target. All energies are in GeV.
E
a sp
Charge Ne Range <Esp> <%°Esp> <ns> <Nh>
^Events which fragmented
1 29 19-297 69 32 6.0 9.0
2 8 6-32 16 25 7.9 3.9
2 Fragb 9 6-29 13 29 2.6 1.9
>2 Fragb 9 2-11 6.1 19 5.0 2.6
aNumber of events used
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tracks are also shown.
Note that the value of <°Esp> the Z = 1,
interacting primaries is 32%. The corresponding value
of <or > for E is 35%. Thus, even though the Espo spo * °
spectrometer determinations are known with smaller 
limits of error if the parameters of the first interaction 
are used in the calculations than if they are not used, 
the difference is not significant.
The results for the Z = 1 primaries which did not 
interact in the target are shown in Fig. 13. The mean 
energy is 8 3 GeV and the median energy is 6 3 GeV. The 
lowest and highest values calculated are about 4 0 and 
600 GeV, respectively.
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Fig. 13. Distribution of primary energy for the 
63 Z s 1, noninteracting primaries which were 
located in the emulsions. The numbers under the 
curve indicate the actual number of primaries 
in each interval.
III. RESULTS
III. A. Inelastic Interactions
The Z = 1 primaries which interacted (with particle 
production) in the emulsions were used for a comparison 
of emulsion methods of energy determinations with 
spectrometer energy determinations and for studies 
of charged particle inelasticity and of charged particle 
multiplicities. The Z > 1 primaries were used only 
in the energy comparisons since (as shown previously 
in Table XIII) there are only a few primaries for 
each primary charge group and type of interaction.
All of the 35 Z > 1, and 29 of the 43 Z = 1, 
interacting primaries were located in the emulsions.
The spark chamber photographs (See Sec. II. E. 4.) 
and spectrometer energy determination results (See 
Sec. II. H, and Fig. 13.) indicated that the interactions 
of the 14 Z = 1, interacting primaries not located in 
the emulsions were similar in multiplicities and 
angular distributions of secondaries and in primary 
energy distribution to the interactions of the 29 
Z = 1, interacting primaries located. For this reason 
the results given in this section should not be affected 
by the fact that some of the Z = 1, interacting primaries 
were not used.
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I I I . A . I .  Energy Comparisons
Two methods of energy estimation have been compared
using the distribution of the logarithm (base 10) of
the ratio of the two energy estimations. (The
logarithmic distribution of ratios is used because
it is generally more nearly symmetrical and Gaussian
1 1 8  5than the linear distribution. * ) The antilogarithm
<10Mean) of the mean of this distribution is the mean
factor by which one estimate is greater than the other,
and is equal to the geometric mean of the distribution
of the ratios of the estimates. The antilogarithm
(10°) of the standard deviation is the factor which
defines the approximate 68% confidence interval for
statistical fluctations of individual values of the
ratios about the mean factor.
Examples of this type of logarithmic distribution
are shown in Fig. 14. The emulsion methods E .cas t
and 1.5 Ec^ are compared with ^Sp* Note that the
distributions are somewhat symmetric and that the
distribution of log (1.5 E ,/E ) is narrower than° cn sp
the distribution of log (E /E ).
C dw t  Sp
The results of the comparison of energy estimates 
(E obtained using emulsion methods with the spec­
trometer determinations (E ) are given in Table XIV.sp °
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Fig. 14. Logarithmic distributions of Ecast^Eep
and 1.5 E ,/E for the Z = 1 primaries which ch sp
interacted in the emulsions.
TABLE XIV
Evaluation of Emulsion Methods of Energy Estimation
Za E k N C Log (E /E ) Log (E +/E ) ^ est e & est sp 6 est o
d
.. , nMean . no , ~oMean o 10 10 a 10
1 E  ^ 29 0.7 + 0.2 0.9 + 0.1 5 + 2 7 + 2 0. 9±0.1 7+2
cast
1 1.5E , 29 0. 03±0 . 0 7 0 . 39 + 0 . 05 1.1 + 0.2 2 .4 + 0.3 0 . 36 + 0 . 05 2 . 3 + 0.2
ch
2 E 9 -0. 2 5 + 0 . 08 0. 23 + 0 . 05 0 . 6 + 0.1 1. 7 + 0 . 2 C.19 + 0.05 1.6±0.2
P
2 E 8 0. 2 + 0.3 0.7 + 0.2 1. 6±0 . 9 5+2 0 . 7 ± 0.2 5±2
cast
2 1.5E. 8 0.2 + 0.1 0.4±0.1 1.4 + 0 . 5 2 . 6 + 0.6 0 . 4 + 0 . 1 2 . 5 + 0.6
ch
>2 E £ E 9 -0.1+0.1 0.33+C.08 0.8+0.2 2.1+0.4 0.32+0.08 2.1+O.u
a p
aPrimary charge .
^Emulsion method of energy estimation.
Number of events used.
^The values of the Mean and po^ean are the same as the values for Log (E^^/E ).
0 
T
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The events used in the E and E & E groups are thep a P
events listed as "Frag" in Table XIII. Eight of the
Z = 2 and one of the Z > 2 primaries were not used in
the comparisons because of the small number (2) of
secondaries. For the Z = 1 and Z = 2 events the methods
of E and 1.5 E . are both used for the same group0351 on
of events. The errors in the estimates of the means and
standard deviations are statistical. When the contribution
of the errors in the spectrometer determinations ^CT£Sp^
has been removed from the values of o and 10a for
log (E ./E ), the values in the last two columns of° est sp
Table XIV are obtained. These results can be considered
to represent a and 10° for log (E ), where E isr est o o
the actual energy of the primary. It is assumed that 
the mean of the distribution of errors in the spectrometer 
determinations is zero (because of the calibration and 
extrapolation) and, therefore, ^ g p  ^as no effect on 
the means.
These results indicate that the x -s Ech method is a
significantly better estimator of the primary energy than
the E * method. These results are in agreement with cas t
11a 20 GeV pion experiment and with Monte Carlo
8 5calculations involving higher energies. Some 
implications of these results are discussed in Sec. IV.
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In the case of the Z > 1 primaries the methods of
Ep and Ea along with 1.5 Ec^ are significantly better
than E . . cast
More detailed energy comparisons have been made for
the Z = 1 primaries. The primaries were grouped according
to the values of E . The results indicate that, for thesp *
four methods E 1 . 5 E . . E  and 1.5 E , , , allcast* ch* cast-1* ch-1’
Mg £LT1 0of the variations in 10 and 10 between energy groups
(using the same energy estimation method) are small
Me ancompared to the errors in the estimation of 10 and
10a . The relatively small number of primaries in each 
group is a significant handicap.
The results of the energy comparisons for various
groups of ng and are given in Table XV. The values of
l 0Mean and 1Qa are f , /E } fQr the fQur methods
° est o
Ecast * 1,5 Ech* Ecast-1* and 1,5 Ech-1* The use of
= 5 as a criterion for separating collisions involving
light nuclei from collisions involving heavy nuclei has
11 86been suggested in several papers. * Most of the
differences in I0^ean and 10° for various groups are
small compared to the statistical errors in the estimates
of ioMean and 10a . However, note that these differences
are much smaller for the 1.5 E ^  method than for the
E . method. Smaller values of 10° for the group cast
with ng i 5 can be expected because of the increased
1 115
TABLE XV
Evaluation of emulsion methods of energy estimation for 
various groups of ng and . The 29 Z - 1, interacting
* M g r^ nprimaries were used. The values shown are for 10 and
10° (in parentheses) for log (E /E ), where E is one
0 S L O t? S L
of the four methods ^ cas-(-> 1*5 ^cast 1 ’ anC  ^  ^‘ 9 “^ch 1 ^
and Eq is the primary energy.
Group N E 1. 5 E , E 1. 5 E , .r e cast ch cast-1 ch-1
N, > 5 h
> 9 9q 5+2 1.110.2 3+1 0.510.1
s “ 1 (712) (2.310.2) (10+3) (2.610.4)
> , 2+1 1.510.3 111 0.910.2
ns ~ (311) (1,710.3) (412) (2.110.4)
n > 2s " 9n 913 1, 210.2 412 0 . 6 + 0 .1
M < r (512) (1.810.2) (913) (2.610.4)
Nh - &
ns “ 2 n 211 0,910.3 111 0.510.2
9 (1016) (3+1) (1015) (2.610.6)
10b
amount of data per event.
In all of the comparisons using these four emulsion
methods the values of 10a are slightly smaller for a
method in which all secondaries are used (E , andcas t
1.5 than for the corresponding method in which the
smallest angle secondary may have been excluded from
the calculations (E . and 1.5 E , , respectively).cast-1 ch-1’ r
Mg <3ndifferences in the values of 10 can be expected
since surviving primaries may not be "emitted" from the 
interactions with the same distribution as produced 
particles. This difference in 10° can probably be 
accounted for by considering the fact that the E ,C- o.S X “ -L
<ind 1.5 E , n methods are based on less data than the ch-1
methods of E , and E , . Since the mean multiplicity cast ch
is only about 5 and the smallest angle track is omitted
in 20 of the 29 interactions for Ecas-t-_i and 1.5 ,
the methods of E . , and 1.5 E . . are based on aboutcast-1 ch-1
19% less data than the methods of E, . and 1.5 E , .CdS T cn
The main results of these energy comparisons is
the fact that 1.5 E ^ is a good emulsion method for
estimating the energy of a primary and that for 1,5 Ec^
Mg 3.n *the variations in the value of 10 with the values
of Eq , ng , and are very small compared to the values 
of 10°.
A comparison of 1.5 ^sp* anc* ^spo each
other has also been made. The results are given in
Table XVI. Both methods of spectrometer energy
determination give similar results when compared with
*
1.5 E , . All three values of 10 are within onech
standard deviation (of the error in the estimate of
their values) of 1.0. The value of 10CT = 1.34 for
E /E is an indication of the amount of correlation spo sp
between E and E . The good agreement of E„„rt with sp spo a & spo
E and 1.5 E ^  implies that an ionization spectrometer
can give good estimates of primary energy even if the
parameters of the first interaction are not known. The
only characteristic of the first interaction used in
the E determinations is that the first interaction spo
occurred somewhere within the 1/2 interaction length
thick target. Therefore, if the depth of the first
interaction is known to within ± 1/4 interaction length
the spectrometer estimate E obtained using only this 
r spo
approximate value of the depth of the first interaction 
should be almost as accurate as the estimate E
SP
obtained using additional information (i.e., exact 
depth of the interaction, angle of incidence of primary 
and number and directions of charged secondaries) 
about the first interaction.
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TABLE XVI
Comparison of 1.5 E , . E . and E . The 29 r ch* sp ’ spo
Z - 1, interacting primaries were used.
Log Ratio
Katio 10Mean 1 O'
1.5 E ,/Ecn sp 1.1±0 . 2 2.4 + 0. 3
1.5 E ,/Ech spo 1.1±0 .2 2 . 3±0 . 2
E / E spo sp 0 .9510.05 1.3410.05
1 ni.i
III. A. 2. Charged Particle Inelasticity
The fraction of the primary kinetic energy that in
carried away from an interaction by produced charged
secondaries is called the charged particle inelasticity
CK , ). The value of the total inelasticity (K„), which ch I
can be deduced from is of fundamental importance
in theories of high energy interactions since it depends
on the spatial distribution of field energy around the
8 0center of the nucleon. For example, interactions in
which is small are considered to be peripheral.
The value of K , was calculated for each of thech
Z = 1, interacting primaries using the equation
E V, 1 ^ _ ch-1
Ch ~E - m sp p
The use of the method E . , is based on the fact thatch-1
1.5 E , and 1.5 E , . have been shown to give betterch ch-1 °
estimates of the primary energy than E and E ,CciST Crtt>T” JL
(See Sec, III. A. 1.) and on the fact that the contribution
of the energy of the surviving primary has presumably
been excluded from E . . (See Sec. II. G.).ch-1
Distributions of Kc^ for the 29 Z = 1, interacting 
primaries are shown in Fig. 15. The solid curve is 
for interactions with 5 5 and the dashed curve is 
for all interactions. Note that there are five
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Fig. 15. Distributions of Kc^ for the interactions
of the Z = 1 primaries. The solid curve is for
interactions with N, i 5 and the dashed curve ish
for all interactions.
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interactions in which the estimates of are greater 
than one. These large overestimations should be compen­
sated for by large underestimations. A distribution of 
the values of Kch calculated using is really a
distribution due to the fluctuations in the true Kc^ 
and the fluctuations in the energy estimations. The
distribution of the true Kc^ is not necessarily symmetric
35but probably has an extended tail at large values.
The values of <K . > have been calculated forch
various energy ranges. These results are shown in Table 
XVII for all interactions and in parentheses for inter­
actions with i 5, The differences in <Kcy1> for the 
various groups of Egp and are all less than two 
standard deviations of statistical error in the estimates 
of the means. These results seem to indicate that the 
variations in Kc^ with primary energy and are small 
compared to fluctuations in the individual values of 
Kch for interactions within the same range of primary 
energy and N^. (Of course, the results for are
very similar to the results shown for l ' B Ech- 1 
Sec. Ill. A .)
The mean Kc^ is 0.5 ± Q.l. The corresponding value 
of <K(j> can be calculated from by assuming that the
number of neutral secondaries is about one-half of the 
number of charged secondaries and that the energy
11 -?
TABLE XVII
Values of <KC,^ > i°r various ranges of primary energy
(using L in GeV). The 29 Z - 1, interacting primaries sp
were used. The results are shown for all interactions and 
for interactions with i 5 (in parentheses). Some values 
of <Kc i^> and <K,p> obtained in other experiments also 
are given.
Energy <E > N <K K>
Range sp e  ch
11-300 64 29 0.5+0.1
(4 6) (20) (0.5 ±0 .1 )
11-50 27 15 0.5+0.1
(28) (13) (0.6 ± 0.2 )
50-300 104 14 0.4+0.1
(80) (7) (0.4+0.1)
Experiment Energy Targe t <Kch> <Kt>
Guseva et al. 17 -200 GeV 0.36±0.03hydride 
emulsio]
Pal et al.a 25 GeV emulsion 0.59+0.07
Koshiba et al.  ^ 1-20 TeV ion 0.31±0.06 0.50±0.07
aY. Pal, A. K. Ray, and T. N. Rengarajan, Nuovo Cimento 
28, 1177 (1963).
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distribution of the neutral secondaries is similar to
the energy distribution of the charged secondaries.
Therefore, the resuits indicate a mean of about
0.7 ± 0.1 at a mean energy of 64 GeV. This result is
in agreement with the results summarized in a figure 
8 0by Perkins. However, his summary does not have any 
results using primary protons with energies less than 
1000 GeV. His results indicate a slight decrease in
<K^ ,> with increasing energy. A more recent review by
3 5S. Hayakawa indicates that the value of <Kcj1> is
independent of primary energy and that the results of
most experiments are not inconsistent with <!3p> = 0.5.
Some results of other experiments are shown in Table
3 5XVII. According to Hayakawa other data are rather
indirect and are regarded as less accurate. Koshiba
et al.^ in the ICEF experiment used emulsion methods to
determine the energies of the primaries as well as the
energies of the secondaries. In the experiment by 
17Guseva et al. an ionization spectrometer was used 
with a lithium hydride (not emulsion) target. It is 
unlikely that values obtained with different targets 
will be the same.
11*4
III. A. 3. Charged Particle Multiplicity
As in the case of inelasticity, the number or
multiplicity of charged (minimum ionizing) particles
observed in an interaction is of fundamental importance
12 3 3 35in theories of high energy interactions. * *
In the interactions of the 2 9 Z = 1, interacting
primaries there were a total of 14 5 charged minimum
ionizing particles. This number included five
particles (from three interactions) in which 6 (lab
emission angle) was greater than 90°. The distribution
of n for these interactions is shown in Fig, 16. s
The dots represent the secondaries with 0 > 90°.
In Table XVIII the mean multiplicities (<n >)
are given for various groupings of £ • The resultssp
are given separately for all interactions, for inter~ 
actions with f 5, for the entire energy range, 
and for two divisions of the entire range. The 
observed value of ng is somewhat dependent upon N^, 
since a large Nh value indicates that the interaction 
involved the primary proton and a heavy nucleus of the 
emulsion with the occurrence of secondary interactions 
within the nucleus.
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Fig. 16. Distribution of ng for the interactions 
of the Z = 1 primaries. The dots represent tracks 
in which 0 > 90°.
lib
TABLE XVIII
Values of mean multiplicity (<n^>) for various ranges of
primary energy (using E in GeV). The 29 Z ~ 1, inter-s p
acting primaries were used. The results are given for all
interactions and for interactions with N, i b (inh
parentheses). In the last column (<n > ) the multi-s corr
plicity has been corrected for triggering efficiency.
Energy
Range Ne <E > sp <n > s Ra
11-300 29 64 + 12 5 .0 + 0 . 7 0 . 980
(20) (46+7) ( 3 . 8± 0.3 ) (0.978)
11-50 15 27 + 3 3.3+0.3 0.959
(13 ) ( 2 8 ± 3 ) (3 . 5 + 0 . 3) (0.961)
50-300 14 104+20 7 + 1 0 .982
(7) 80 + 9 (4 + 1) (0.981)
<n >corr
5.1+0.7 
(3.9+0.3)
3.510.3 
(3 . 6 + 0.3 )
7 + 1 
(5 + 1)
aRatio of <ns> for events satisfing trigger 
requirements to < ^ s > f o r  a l l  events at the 
value of <ESp> given in Column 3.
b<n > = <n >/R.s corr s
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The values of <n > must be corrected for thes
apparatus triggering efficiency. (See Sec. II.
H. and Fig. 10.) The correction factors (R) and the
corrected <n > values (<n > ) are given in Tables s corr &
XVIII also. The error shown for each mean is one
standard deviation in the estimate of the mean. The
statistical errors are rather large. Some of these
results are plotted in Fig. 17. The points plotted
are for <n > and <E > using the two energy divisionss corr sp °
for all interactions (solid circles) and for inter­
actions with i 5 (open circles).
It is well known that <n > is a function of thes
primary energy. However, the exact function is not
known at this time. The three functions usually
suggested12’33*35 are E1/2, E1/U, and In E, where
E is the primary energy. Weighted least squares fits
were made to the values of <n > _ and <E„ > showns corr sp
in Table XVIII. The resulting equations for all
1/ 2interactions are plotted in Fig. 17. The E
function seems to be a better fit in this case.
However, this is not true for the case of interactions
with $ 5. The complete results of the weighted
2
fits are given in Table XIX. The x probability
<
*
u
>
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(01 <n.>- 1.6 E l/4
< E >
Fig. 17. Plot of <n > vs. <E > for the° s corr sp
interactions of the Z = 1 primaries. The solid
circles are for all interactions and the open
circles are for interactions with £ 5. The
lines plotted are the results of weighted least
squares fits for all interactions. The diamonds
2 Q 21are the values obtained by the Echo Lake Group. *
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TABLE XIX
Results of weighted least squares fits to the
<n > and <E > data for E"^2 , and In Es corr sp * *
dependence (where E is the primary energy in GeV).
2
The x probability for the goodness of fit is
shown for each type of dependence. The results
are listed separately for all interactions and
for interactions with N. £ 5.h
2
Group Equation x %
(0 . 7±0 ,1 ) E1/2 96
All (1. 6± 0 . 2 ) E1/U 14
(l.ltO.l) In E 15
(0.6±0.1) E1/2 10
Nh < 5 (1.610.2) E1/4 86
(1.110.1) I n  E 81
I 20
for goodness of fit was calculated in each case.
These results are given in Table XIX also. Note that
for all interactions the results indicate that the best
1/2fit is obtained using the E function, whereas for
interactions with N, £ 5 the results indicate betterh
1/4fits are obtained using the E and In E functions,
which fit the data equally well.
1/4The result that E and In E give better fits 
1/2than E for interactions with i 5 can be compared
3 5
with the results of other experiments. Hayakawa
states that the ICEF results'*' at high energies indicate
a In E dependence while some experiments at energies
1/2near and below 100 GeV have indicated an L dependence.
1 / ?This E dependence has been found by Kaneko and
8 7 1 7 .  . . .Okazaki and by Guseva et al. (in an ionization
spectrometer experiment).
Probably the most significant comparison can be
made with the recently published results of the Echo
20 21Lake experiment. * A liquid hydrogen target was
used with spark chambers and an ionization spectrometer.
They have found that a In E function gives the best
fit to their <n > data (See Fig. 17.). The energys
range was 90-800 GeV. Their values of > seem
to be consistent with the values of <n > „ fors corr
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interactions with 5 5 obtained in this experiment.
If the results of the two experiments are combined, 
the energy range 30-700 GeV is well covered (by the 
values of mean primary energy). A In E function 
gives a very good fit to the combined data.
In the other experiments mentioned above (all
of which involve particle energies above those available
at accelerators) either the energy was estimated
by some emulsion method or the actual interaction
was not visible. If the actual interaction is not
visible the values of n (and N, ) can not be observeds h
directly, but must be estimated from cloud chamber 
or spark chamber views of the secondaries which 
emerged from a separate target. Corrections must 
be made for secondaries which miss the chambers and 
for secondaries from interactions other than the 
first interaction. These corrections must be in 
addition to corrections for triggering efficiency.
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III, B . Elastic Interactions 
III. B. 1. Previous Experiments
Because collisions with a free proton in photographic 
emulsion amount to only about 5% of all proton induced 
interactions, studies of elastic-like collisions of 
cosmic ray protons with nucleons bound in emulsion 
nuclei have been made. Furthermore, the amount of 
track length available for determining the elastic 
scattering cross section is limited because of the 
low flux of cosmic rays, which are the only currently 
available source of high energy particles in the 100 
GeV region. Therefore, cosmic ray protons and their 
elastic-like collisions with nucleons bound in emulsion 
nuclei are used in an attempt to estimate the elastic 
proton-proton cross section.
There have been two previous reports of measurements
of the proton-nucleon elastic cross section at cosmic ray
energies. A line scan, in photographic emulsion, of the
tracks of protons having a mean energy 3 TeV has been
88 89reported by McCusker et al. * No elastic-like scatters
were detected in a scanned length of 5 90 cm. A calculation 
of the probability of detecting am elastic-like scatter 
in emulsion within this path length yielded the proton- 
nucleon elastic cross section at 3 TeV to be less
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than 8 mb with 8 5% probability. A similar analysis by 
9 0Rybicki yielded three elastic-like events rn a path
length of 5 80 cm for protons with energies above 1 TeV.
The collective data, reported by Rybicki, yielded an
13elastic proton-nucleon cross section of 3.0 _ ^ j mb
at an incident proton energy of approximately 3 TeV.
In the report of McCusker et al., a calculation
was performed to determine the probability of observing
a proton resulting from an elastic-like collision of
an incident proton with a nucleon in an emulsion
nucleus. The probability was calculated that this
struck nucleon escapes from the nucleus or is captured
with the excitation energy possibly contributing
to observable particles escaping from the nucleus.
In these calculations by McCusker et al., the effect
of the Coulomb barrier* charge exchange, Fermi motion
of the bound nucleons, and the exclusion principle
were neglected.
Rybicki*s analysis was based on the fraction of
stars observed in 24 GeV proton collisions with emulsion
nuclei giving particle evaporation without visible
particle production. 
e
12H
III. B. 2. This Experiment
A line scan in the emulsions was made of the tracks 
of the 63 Z = 1, noninteracting primaries (with energies 
above HQ GeV) located in the emulsions. These primaries 
did not interact in the emulsion target with particle 
production. The mean energy of these primaries was 
8 3 GeV and the total path length scanned was about 
98 8 cm. No interactions were found which were consistent 
with the kinematics of elastic proton-proton scattering.
During this scan two elastic-like events having 
low energy evaporation protons were found. These 
events were consistent with proton collisions with 
nucleons bound in emulsion nuclei. However, it was 
noted in this line scan that there were also a number 
of chance coincidences of radioactive alpha particle 
tracks which appeared to originate from the proton tracks. 
A comparison of the density of alpha particles with the 
density of recoil protons from neutron stars was made.
This comparison and the number of alpha particle tracks 
appearing to originate from the primary proton tracks 
indicated that two to three chance coincidences should 
be expected as random coincidences of recoil protons 
from neutron stars appearing to originate from the 
proton tracks. It was then concluded that the two
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events, which appeared to be elastic-like, were indeed 
random coincidences and not genuine elastic-like 
events. Therefore, it was concluded that no elastic-like 
event was observed in this experiment.
It should be mentioned that the events found by 
Rybicki in emulsion could have been inelastic events 
having n° production, since his observed stars included 
protons with energies up to 2 80 MeV. However, in 
this experiment the triggering conditions and spark 
chamber photographs would have indicated events including 
tt° as being events involving interactions in the emulsions. 
This would have automatically excluded elastic-like 
events which included tt° production.
A check was made on the reliability of the line
scan with respect to trident production associated
with the primary protons. A calculation was performed
91using the cross section per nucleus of Block et al. 
to determine the number of tridents expected in this 
line scan. This calculation for photographic emulsion 
indicated that 1 ± 1 trident should have been expected.
One trident was found.
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III. B. 3. Observation Probability
A Monte Carlo computer program CMCIIFM) was written 
to calculate the probability of obtaining an observable 
particle associated with an elastic-like event. The
92program was modeled after the suggestions of Goldberger
9 3and the calculations performed by Bernardini et al.
9 4(at 40 0 MeV incident energy) and Gove et al. The
program as written includes the effect of the Coulomb
barrier, the Fermi motion of the bound nucleons, and the
exclusion principle, all neglected by McCusker et al.
The zero temperature Fermi gas model of the nucleus
was used in the program.
The details of the MCIIFM program and the results
of the related analysis are discussed in Appendix C.
76 95-102The various parameters * used in the program
and analysis are also given there.
The result using this analysis indicates that the 
probability is 50 ± 5 % that there will be an observable 
track in the emulsion if an 03 GeV primary interacts 
with one or more of the nucleons inside an emulsion 
nucleus. The error indicates the effects of the variations 
of the parameters associated with this Monte Carlo model, 
but does not include any contribution to the error due 
to the use of the Fermi gas model or to the type of 
analysis.
I ? 7
111. B . 4 . Results
Table XX gives the results of the calculations for 
estimating the elastic cross section for protons with 
a mean incident energy of 83 GeV. The first column 
gives various values of the cross section in mb. The
second and third columns give the corresponding inter-
,, . _ . 88.90,103.104 , _ . , . ■ _action length in emulsion ’ and the interaction
length expected for an observation probability of 50%,
respectively. The last column indicates the corresponding
probability for finding no interaction in the scanned
path length of 988 cm.
As stated in Sec. III. B. 2., no elastic-like 
interaction was found in this experiment. Therefore, 
the results of this investigation would indicate that 
the elastic proton-nucleon cross section at 83 GeV is 
not greater than 3 mb with 95% probability.
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TABLE XX
Elastic cross sections (o in mb), interaction 
lengths in emulsion in cm), interaction
lengths expected (^eXp in cm) for an observation 
probability of 50%, and probabilities (P in %) 
for no interaction in 988 cm*
o *em X a exp P
5 105 210 1
4 128 256 2
3 168 336 5
2 250 500 14
1 500 1000 37
axexp = A /0. 5 em
bP = 100 exp(-908/X )K exp
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Some conclusions based on the results of the
evaluation of the accuracy and reliability of locating
primary cosmic rays in an emulsion stack through the use
of spark chambers are given in Sec. II. E. 4.
Several conclusions can be made from the result
that the 1.5 E , estimates are more accurate than thech
E * estimates. The assumption of constancy of trans­cast r
verse momentum and inelasticity seems to be more 
consistently valid than the assumption of forward- 
backward symmetry in the center of mass system.
Also, the fact that the results for 1.5 E'ch are inde­
pendent of ns and implies that the 1.5 Ec^ estimate
is independent of the target mass and secondary collisions
» M 6  3.1"!within the nucleus. Since the values of 10 for
log (1.5 are very close to 1.0, the surviving
primary, the produced charged pions, and all other
produced charged particles must have about the same mean
transverse momentum (approximately 0.4 GeV/c). In the
case of fragmentations of Z £ 2 nuclei the E^ and Eq
estimates are in good agreement with ESp* The result
that the 1.5 E , estimates are more accurate than thech
L st estimates is in agreement with a 20 GeV pion
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experiment‘d  and with Monte Carlo calculations involving
i * i . 8 5hrgher energies.
The good agreement of E with E and 1.5 E ,& spo sp ch
implies that, if the depth of the first interaction of 
each primary is known to within ± 1 / U interaction 
length, the spectrometer estimate is not sensitive to 
the other known characteristics of the first interaction 
such as number and angular distribution of secondary 
particles. Therefore, good estimates of primary energy 
can be obtained using a spectrometer if only the 
approximate depths of the first interactions of the 
primaries are known.
The study of inelasticities has indicated that 
<Kc^> is independent of primary energy and in the 
10-300 GeV energy range studied. The result is
<Kc^> = 0.5 ± 0.1. This value is somewhat larger than
 ^ • 1,17,35,80the values reported previously.
The study of multiplicities has indicated that the
functional dependence of <ns> on £ i-s related to the
values of . For the group of events containing
1/2all interactions the <n > = A • E function givess
the best fit to the data, whereas for the group of
events containing only interactions with i 5 the
<n > = B • E1^4 and <n > = C • In E functions give s s
better fits to the data. In the 10-300 GeV energy
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1/4
range studied the 1 and In E functions yield
2
approximately the same x goodness of fit (about 84%
for interactions with N, £ 5). The values of <n >h s
for interactions with Nj. £ 5 are consistent with the
values obtained in the Echo Lake experiment for a
20 21slightly higher energy range. 1 The best fit to 
the combined data is obtained with a In E dependence.
Since no elastic-like interaction was found in this 
experiment, the results of the investigations of the 
observation probability would indicate that the elastic 
proton-nucleon cross section at 83 GeV is not greater 
than 3 mb with 35% probability.
The fact that only a rather small number of target 
interacting primaries was recorded by the apparatus has 
meant that only rather limited results and conclusions 
can be obtained in this experiment. A similar experiment 
in which a rather large sample of events were obtained 
could produce very good results. The National Accelerator 
Laboratory at Batavia will allow studies of the properties 
of nuclear interactions of protons at energies less than 
500 GeV to be made without the use of low flux cosmic 
rays. However, experiments at higher energies will still 
have to be made using cosmic rays.
APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE EQUATIONS
USED IN THE SCEMD2 COMPUTER PROGRAM
A convenient set of equations is used in the SCLMD2 
computer program to convert IPD measurements into calcu­
lations of parameters for the path of a primary passing 
through the apparatus (and emulsions). The equations use 
a set of constants which are independent of the magnifi­
cation of the measuring system. The derivation of these 
equations is based on the geometry of the spark chamber 
ficucials and cameras.
The spark chambers were photographed using two cameras 
yielding two vertical views at right angles to each other.
In Fig. Al the coordinate system used is defined and the 
fiducials viewed by each camera (or system) are indicated. 
There are two back (B) and two front (F) fiducials for each 
system. There were horizontal marks at each gap on each of 
the eight fiducials. The X coordinate used for each gap 
is the mean value (for each gap) of the X coordinates of 
these eight marks.
The measurements that could be made on the film directly 
or using a viewer or a projector are shown in Fig. A2 .
The additional notation used in the following derivations 
is shown in Fig. A3. The focal length of the camera lens 
and the distances between the cameras and chambers are not 
used. The symbol * will be used to indicate multiplication. 
The FORTRAN IV language will be used for some equations
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Fig. A l . Top view of the spark 
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Fig. A2. Measurements made on film or image of film 
in viewer or projector. Only one gap and system is shown.
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since the SCEMD2 program is written in this language.
Let THETA1 = tan 01 = (DB1-DF1)/LI 
and THETA2 = 1 an 02 = (DB2-DF2)/L2.
Then Z = DF1 + THLTA1*Y 
and Y = OF2 + THETA2*Z.
So Z = (DF1 + THETA1*DF2)/(l-THETAl*THETA2) 
and Y = (DF2 + THETA2*DF1)/(1-THETA1*THETA2).
Let M denote the demagnification of the viewer-camera system, 
For each gap in system 1 define 
MF1 = F1/FR1 
and MEL = B1/BR1.
Then DF1 = ZFR1 + MF1*TF1
and DB1 = ZBR1 + MB1*T1.
Similarly, for each gap in system 2 define 
MF2 = F2/FR2 
and MB 2 = B2/BR2.
Then DF2 = YFR2 - MF2 *TF2
and DB2 = YBR2 - MB2*T2.
Let [ ] denote a constant not dependent on viewer demagni­
fication. The ratio of two demagnifications and the product 
of a demagnification and a distance between two fiducials 
on the film image are such constants. Define 
[RFB13 = MF1/MB1 
and [RFB2] = MF2/MB2.
Then MF1 = [RFBl]*MB1 = CB1*RFB1J/BR1,
MF2 = [RFB2]*MB2 = [B2*RFB2]/BR2,
MB1-MF1 = MB1*[1-RFB1J = [B1*(1-RFB1>]/BR1,
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and MB2-MF2 = MB2*L1-RFB2] = [B2*(1-RFB2)]/BR2.
Note that
TF1 = TI + HRFI 
arid TF2 = T2 + BRF2.
Then for system 1
DF1 = ZFR1 + MF1*(Tl + BRF1)
= HF1*T1 + tMFl*BFRl+ZFRl]
= (T1/BR1)*[B1*RFB1] + tZFR1+HF1*BFR1],
(DB1-DF1) = LZBR1] + MB1*T1 - MF1*T1 - IMF1*BFR1+ZFR1]
= Tl*(MB1-MF1) + LZBR1-ZFR1-MF1*BFR1]
= (T1/BR1)*[B1*(1-RFB1)J + [ZBR1-ZFR1-MF1*BFRL],
a nd
THKTA1 - (Tl/BR1)*[B1*(1-RFB1)/LlJ
+ L(ZBR1-ZFR1-MF1*BFR1)/L1].
Similarly for system 2
L)F2 = YFR2 - MF2 *(T2 + BFR2 )
= -MF2 *T2 + [YFR2-MF2*BFR2]
= (T2/BF2)*[-B2*RFB2] + [YFR2-MF2*BFR2],
(DB2-DF2J = [YBR2J - MB2*T2 + MF2*T2 - [YFR2-MF2*BFR2]
= T2*(-(MB2-MF2)) + [YBR2-YFR2+MF2*BFR2]
= (T2/BR2)*[-B2*(l-RFB2 ) ] + CYBR2-YFR2+MF2*BFR2],
and
THETA2 = (T2/BR2)*[-B2*(1-RFB2)/L2]
+ [(YBR2-YFR2+MF2*BFR2)/L2],
Therefore the equations for DFN and THETAN (N = 1,2) are 
of the form
(T/BRN)*t J + C J ; N = 1 ,2 .
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Those equations are for each gap. In practice it 
i:. not necessary to measure RR1 and RR7 for each pap. If 
JiKi and UR7 are measured for one gap in 1 tie top chamber 
and for one gap in the bottom chamber for each event, 
then the values of BR1 and BR2 for the other gaps can be 
obtained since the ratio of two BR1 values and the ratio 
of two BR2 values are constants. Since BR is measured in 
each chamber for each event, the viewing system can be 
adjusted (e. g., refocused) between measurements on each 
event, each chamber, and each system.
Let SYS denote the system number and use the subscripts 
(SYS,GAP). Also let IGTOP be the gap in the top chamber 
in which BR1 and BR2 are measured, IGBOT be the gap in the 
bottom chamber in which BR1 and BR2 are measured, and IRI 
denote either IGTOP or IGBOT. Then
BR(SYS,GAP)/BR(SYS,IRI) = [MR(SYS,IRI)/MR(SYS,GAP)]
or
(l/BRCSYS,GAP)) = (1/BRCSYS,IRI))*[MB(SYS,GAP)/MB(SYS, I RI)] , 
where for the top chamber
GAP = 1 to 4, IRI = IGTOP 
and for the bottom chamber
GAP = 5 to 16, IRI = IGBOT.
In the computer program SCEMD2 it is convenient to 
define R(SYS,GAP) which really has only two nonequal values 
for each system:
R(SYS,GAP) = BR(SYS,IRI), 
where for GAP = 1 to 4, IRI = IGTOP
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and for GAP = 5 to 16, IRI = IGBOT.
Therofore the equation for BR(SYS,GAP) becomes 
( 1 / RR (SYS,GAP ) ) = (1/RCSYS,GAP))*[MB(SYS,GAP)/MB(SYS,IRI)),
- IGTOP for GAP = 1 to 4 (top chamber) and
where IF!
= IGBOT for GAP * S to 16 (bottom chamber), 
dith these changes the equations will take on very 
simple forms if a set of constants KN(SYS,GAP) are defined 
for the terms in L J. These constants are slightly 
different for different gaps in the same chamber because 
of the MBtSYG,GAP)/MB(SYS,IRI) factors, and may be quite 
different for gaps not in the same chamber since the other 
terms in the [ ] are different for the top and bottom
chambers. These constants are called the Spark Chamber 
Constants (SCC) and the associated equations are called 
t lie Spark Chamber Equations (SCE). The final equations 
are listed below (in FORTRAN IV language):
Spark Chamber Constants (SCC)
K1(1,GAP) = t MB (1,GAP)/MB(l,IRI)]*[ B1*RFB1]
K1(2,GAP ) = [MB(2,GAP)/MB(2,IRI)]*t-B2*RFB2 J 
K2(1,GAP) = [ZFR1+MF1*BFR1]
K2(2,GAP) = LYFR2-MF2*BFR2]
K 3(1,GAP) = [MB(1,GAP)/MB(1,IRI)]*[ B1*(1-RFB1)/LI]
K3(2,GAP) - [MB(2,GAP)/MB(2,IRI)]*[-B2*(1-RFB2)/L2J 
K4(1,GAP) = C(ZBR1-ZFR1-MF1*BFR1)/L1]
K4(2,GAP) = [(YBR2-YFR2+MF2*BFR2>/L2]
J 3' i
Spark Chamber Equations (SCE)
P(5YS,GAP) = ( T C S Y S , G A P ) / R C S Y S , G A P ) ) AK 1 ( S Y S , G A F )
+ K?(SYS ,G A P )
THi:TA(SYS ,GAP ) = (TCSYS ,GAP)/R(5YS ,CAP) )*K3 (SYS ,GAP)
+ K 4 (S Y S ,G A P )
Y (GAP ) = ( D( 2 , G A P ) +THETA ( 2 ,GAP ) *D( 1 , GAP ) ) /
(1.O - T H E T A t 1 , G A P )* T H E T A ( 2 , G A P ) )
Z ( GAP ) - (D ( 1 , G A P ) + T H E T A ( 1 , G A P ) * D ( 2 , G A P ) )/
(1.0 - T H E T A C 1 , G A P ) * T H E T A ( 2 , G A P ) )
The only spark c h a m b e r  m e a s u r e m e n t s  (SCM) are T 
(measured for each gap and for each system) and R (measured 
for each c h amber in gaps IGTOP and IGB O T  for each system) 
as shown in Fig. A 2 .
The measurements for the SCEMD2 p r o g r a m  were made 
with an image plane digitizer film measuring apparatus 
(IPD). The vertical (V) and horizontal (H) coordinates 
of each track (MLASV and MEASH), and of the back right 
fiducial (FIDRTV and FIDRTH) were measured for each gap 
and each system. The V and H coordinates of the left 
fiducial (FIDLTV and FIDLTH) were measured for gaps IGTOP 
and IGBOT in each system. The, subscript ITN is used with 
MEASV and MEASH to indicate the measurements made on one 
or more tracks in the same gap and system. In SCEMD2 
the total number of tracks measured for each combination 
of SYS and GAP (NUMT) is calculated. Then the distance
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between each track and the FIDRT is calculated and the 
jjh'.ui value of t tie distances for all m e a s u r e d  tracks us e d 
fur- T. The FORTRAN IV statements tor SCEMD2 are the 
following;
T5UM = 0.0
DO 2 7 ITN = 1,NUMT
DISTH = FIDRTH(SYS,GAP)-MEASH(ITN,SYS,GAP)
IF(DISTH .EQ. 0.0) TN(ITN,SYS,IG) = 0.0 
IFCDISTH .EQ. 0.0) TO TO 27 
0TN(ITN,SYS,IG) = DISTH*
J SQRT(1.0 + ((FIDRTV(SYS,DAP)-MEASV(1TN , SYS, G A D )/DISTH)**2) 
TSUM = TSUM + TN(ITN,SYS,IG)
2 7 CONTINUE
FNUMT = NUMT
TCSYS,IG) = TSUM/RNUMT
The statements for R in terms of FIDRT and FIDLT are similar 
except there is only one FIDLT for each combination of 
SYS and IRI:
DH = FIDRTH(SYS,IRI)-FIDLTHCSYS,IRI)
0R(SYS,IRI) = DH*
1 SQRTC1.0+C(FIDRTV(SYS,IRI)-FIDLTV(SYS,IRI))/DH)**2)
The YZ coordinate system is defined in Fig. A1. The 
X coordinate origin is defined by the top surface of the 
aluminum plate under the stack between the top and bottom 
spark chambers. Because each top fiducial was not exactly
I'd
aligned with the corresponding bottom fiducial, the origin 
of t tie top chamber coordinate system is not in line with 
1 to- origin of the bottom chamber coordinate system. The 
bottom chamber Coordinate system is used as the coordinate 
system lor the apparatus. If YTb and ZTB are the coor­
dinates of the origin of the top chamber coordinate system 
relative to the bottom chamber coordinate system, then 
.ifter Y and Z are calculated for each gap the following 
FORTRAN equations are used if GAP <_ M:
Y(GAP) = Y(GAP) + YTB
Z(GAP) = Z(GAP) + ZTB
Tn the 5CEMD2 program a linear least squares fit is 
calculated for the Y and Z points (separately) versus the 
X coordinate of each gap. The variables calculated are 
defined by
Y = YSLOPE*X + YINCEP 
and Z = ZSLOPE*X + ZINCEP.
In this calculation it is much more convenient if X, Y,
Z are subscripted consecutively. Therefore the variable
IG is used as the consecutive indication of gap number. The
GAP and IG are related by the variable IGAPP(IG) = GAP, 
and X is converted to XPROG(IG) = X(GAP). In the equations 
above, IG is used instead of GAP for D, THETA, T, Y, and 
Z (but not for the SCC and R). This method will allow 
gaps to be skipped.
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Equations for the projected angle (PROJAN), dip (DIP) 
and projected track length per plate (PTLPP) of a track 
in an emulsion (of thickness EMTH before processing) can 
be calculated with the aid of Fig. A4. The sign convention
tor PROJAN and DIP (and PTLPP) are the same as for YSLOPE and
ZSLOPE, respectively. Since the air surface of the emulsions 
faced camera 2 in the emulsion flight the PROJAN is > 0 
(£ 0) for a clockwise (counterclockwise) rotation from the 
X axis, and the DIP (and PTLPP) is £ 0 (5 0) if the track 
goes to the glass (air) surface toward the top of the stack 
(i.e., toward the direction of increasing X). Therefore 
tan(PROJAM) = AY/AX = YSLOPE, 
tan(DIP) = AZ / ((AX)2 + (AY)2)122
= (AZ/AX) / (1 + (AY/AX)2)122 
= ZSLOPE / (1 + YSLOPE2 )122 , 
and PTLPP = EMTH / tan(DIP).
In FORTRAN IV language the equations become the following:
PROJAN = ATAN(YSLOPE) * 57.29578
TANDIP = ZSLOPE / SQRT(1.0+YSLOPE**2)
PTLPP = EMTH / TANDIP
DIP = ATAN(TANDIP) * 57.29578
In the emulsion flight the front left fiducial of 
system 2 (FL2) did not appear on the film. So that the 
SCC could be calculated, sheets of graph paper were taped 
on the spark chambers walls facing each camera and photo­
graphs were taken using the two cameras in their regular
H U
PTLPP
PROJAN V  
DIP
AX
t rack
AZ
AY
Pig. A4. Schematic view of a 
track passing through an emulsion.
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positions. The distance between the front fiducials and the 
graph paper (Fi'il’) was about 11 mm. However, the photographs 
wi iv 1 aKen a I I< r ■ the emu 1s ion (light, and the appat m t u: 11 ad
been disassembled and reassembled. Therefore the spar’K 
chambers may not have been at the same distances from the 
cameras. Let SC be the shift of the chambers in the direc­
tion toward the cameras. Then the distance (E) between the 
front fiducials for the emulsion flight and the graph paper 
is L = FGP + 5C. The value of E can be obtained by using 
the graph paper photographs for system 1. Then, since RFB
(The (_ ] are omitted here.) is independent of the value
of E, RFB for system 2 can be obtained using this value of 
E and the graph paper photographs for system 2. Let G 
be some known distance on the graph paper (See Fig. A5.) 
and let D be the distance between the front fiducials and 
the cameras during the emulsion flight. The value of D 
is not assumed to be the same for system 1 and system 2.
From Fig. A& (The system numbers are omitted here.) it 
is clear that
MB = B/BR = (D+D/S,
MF = F/FR = D/S,
MG = G/GR = (D-E)/S,
RFB = MF/MB = D/(D+L),
and RGB = MG/MB = (D-E)/(D+L).
Then RGB*D + RGB*L = D - E,
so D = (RGB*L+E)/(1-RGB)
1 M S
D'<
<
Lens
Back fiducials 
during emu1 s i on 
flight
Front fiducials 
during emulsion 
flight
Graph paper
Film
Fig. AS. Top view of spark chambers 
showing position of graph paper.
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and RFB = D/(D+L)
(RGB*L + F) *  ______ 1 - RGB______
" 1 - B RGB*L + E + L - RCB*L*
There t ore
(a) RFB = (RGB*L+E)/(L+E) 
and (b) E - L*(RFB-RGB)/(1-RFB).
The value of E is obtained using (b) for system 1 and 
RFB is obtained using this L and (a) for system 2. 
Therefore (putting in the system numbers)
E = L1*RFB1-RCB1)/(1-RFB1) 
and RFB2 = <RGB?*L2+E)/(L2+E).
The values of the S C C  (and E) for the emulsion flight 
were determine from measurements made directly on the film 
using a Koristka R4 microscope with 4* objective and 10* 
eyepieces. During the calibration of the emulsions 
relative to the spark chamber, some of the values of the 
SCC were changed.
APPENDIX R: DERIVATION OP THE EQUATIONS
USED IN THE CAD COMPUTER PROGRAM 
TO CALCULATE EMISSION ANGLES
In the CAD computer program several equations are used
to calculate the space (or emission) angles (0) of the
secondaries produced in the interaction of a primary which
interacted in the emulsion. The coordinate system and
parameters used in the derivation of these equations are
shown in Figs. B1 and B2, Measurements are performed in
system Z in which the emulsion plane is in the XY plane
and the primary is in the XZ plane. Then the measurements
are transformed to system I* in which the X' axis is
aligned along the direction of the primary (i.e., along
the shower axis). In Fig. B1 the interaction point (or
shower origin) is the point P (0,Y ,Z ). The measurements
r o o o
on the secondaries are made at a "cut” distance Xc. The
points P (X , Y , Z ) and P (X ,Y,Z) are the locations of K p c 1 c * c s c * ’
the primary and a secondary, respectively, at this cut 
distance. Also shown in Fig. B1 are the dip angle (aQ ) 
of the primary, the dip angle (a) of a secondary, and 
the projected angle ($) between a secondary track and 
the primary. Let
AY = Y - Yc c
and AZ = Z - Z .c c
Now Y = Yc o
and Z = X *tana + Z ,c c o o ’
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Fig. Bl. Coordinate system £ showing 
parameters used to calculate emission angle (0).
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shower axis
Fig. B2. Systems Z and E ' 
showing do , eY , 6Z , and 0.
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hut in the following derivations it will be assumed that
Y = Z = 0 .o o
Tor each secondary the value of 0 will be obtained by 
first calculating the values of 0^ and 0^- (See Fig. B2.)
The following transformation equations connect systems 
Y. and y 1 :
X f = X*cosa + Z*sinao o
Z'=-X*sina + Z * co s a ^  ^  ^o o
Y* = Y .
The equation for the shower axis is
Z = X*tana .o
I'lane II, perpendicular to the shower axis at point 
P (Xc , 0 , Xc*tanaQ ) , tias the following equation:
X *(X-X ) + X *t ana *(Z-X *tana ) = 0c c c o c o
or X + Z*tana = X *{l+tan^a ). (2)o c o
At the cut distance the secondary is at point
P (X , AY ,X *tana +AZ >. s c  c c o c
Therefore the equations for the secondary are
Y = $  *4YC
c
(3)
and Z = Tr*(X *tana +AZ ).X c o cc
The coordinates of the intersection point of the 
secondary with the plane H can be obtained from eqs.
(2 ) and (3):
X
x ■ + int
Yint
z • vint
X + AZ *sina *cosa c c o o
X *AY c c
X + AZ *sina *cosa c c o o
X *( X *tana +AZ ) c c  o c__
X + AZ *sina *cosac c o o
S  (4)
The coordinates (Yf . and Z o f  the intersection pointint int
in system may be obtained from eqs. (4) by means of
transformation eqs. (1):
X *AY
Y < - y -   — — —--- 2 —  
int ' int X + AZ Asina *cosa„c c o o
*.int = -X. *sina + Z. .*coso int o m t  c
X *AZ *cosa _____ c___ c_____ o____
X + AZ *sina *cosac c o o
S  (5)
The values of Y! . and Z . can be used along with them t  int
distance (X /cosa ) along the shower axis from the inter- c o b
action point (P ) to the cut distance point (P ) to obtain 
r o P
tan0,
and tan9,
int
X /cosa c o
Z! . m t
X /cosa c o
> (6)
Therefore equations for tan0y and tan0^ can be obtained
if eqs. (S) are used in eqs. (6) to evaluate Y ! . and Z! ^^ int int
1 S ■}
t d n 0  ■* ~
tan0
Y X /cosa + AZ *sinac o c c
(7)
AZ *cosa 
_  £ 2_______
Z X /cosa + AZ *sina * Jc o c o  /
>
For secondaries emitted at angles greater than about 
10° it is more convenient to measure $ and tana instead 
of AYc and AZc * The accuracy attained is comparable.
From Fig. B1 it is obvious that
(P P' ) = X /cos<f>,o s  c
AY = X *tan<t>,c c
and AZ - CP P*)*tana - X *tanac o s  c o
„ * /-tana . \- X *  — _ tana }c '■cos^  o'
Therefore alternate equations for tan0y and tane^ can
be obtained if eqs. (8) are used in eqs. (7) to evaluate
AY and AZ :c c
tan0y - cos(jj^ cosa + tana*sina
T o o
tana*cosa - cos$*sinat _  o  o_
311 Z cos$*cosa + t ana*s inao o
After tan0Y and tanQ^ are obtained using either 
eqs. (7) or eqs. (9), 0 can be obtained using
tan0 = <tan^0y + tan^O^)^*^ .
(9)
APPENDIX C: A MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF INTRANUCLEUS
INTERACTIONS USING THE FERMI GAS MODEL 
(THE MCIIFM COMPUTER PROGRAM)
Introduction
The MCIIFM computer program is used to simulate the 
elastic interactions of nucleons inside of a nucleus.
The technique used in the program is similar to that used
9 2 . 9 3 9*+by Goldberg , Bernardini et al. , and Gove et al.
The Monte Carlo type simulation is used with the zero-
temperature Fermi gas model of the nucleus. In this
model the ground state of the nucleus is composed of
noninteracting Fermion gases of neutrons and protons
which are bound in a uniform potential well with a
depth (Ew ) equal to the sum of the maximum Fermi energy
(Em ) and the binding energy per nucleon (E^). The
nucleons have a vector momentum with a magnitude between
0 and the maximum value (P ) which is called the Fermim
momentum. It is assumed that the interaction process 
inside the nucleus is a series of single nucleon-nucleon 
scattering collisions. The influence of the other 
nucleons is felt only through the potential well, the 
initial Fermi momentum distribution, and the exclusion 
principle which forbids collisions corresponding to
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final states already filled by other nucleons. Further­
more, the scattering collisions inside nuclear matter are 
described by known free nucleon-nucleon scattering 
cross sections.
The analysis differs slightly from that of Bernardini 
et al. in that in this study it is necessary to know 
the probability that one or more protons (besides the 
primary) will be scattered out of the nucleus if the 
primary interacts inside the nucleus. Therefore, the 
charge of each target nucleon is randomly chosen in this 
analysis! in the analysis by Bernardini et al. this 
was not done. In the case of events in which one or 
more protons are not scattered out of the nucleus, it 
is necessary to know the excitation energy ■
Once the distribution of E , .. is known the probabilityexcit
of one or more particles (protons, alpha particles,
etc. which would leave a track in emulsion) being ejected
*
because of the excitation can be calculated. Another
difference in this analysis is in the manner in which
the primary interacts with the target nucleons. Various
experiments have shown that at high energies (e.g., the
energies of the primaries in this experiment) the
primary does not lose much energy in elastic-like
0 8 89collisions. It has been found * that the energies 
(E^) of the scattered target nucleons have a distribution
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of the form exp(-E./E ), where E , is a mean value.r t sec sec
Therefore, if the elastic scattering mechanism is assumed
to be unchanged from 30 to 83 GeV, the known experimental
behavior at low energies can be extrapolated to obtain
the momentum transfer applicable at 83 GeV. The values
95of mean transverse momentum given by Morrison were used 
to calculate a value of 46 MeV for E for an 83 GeVS 6 C
primary. Therefore, provision is made in the program for 
this distribution to be used to determine the amount of 
energy given to the target nucleon in its rest system 
in the case of primary-nucleon collisions. In the case 
of the lower energy collisions between two nucleons of 
the nucleus, the scattering process is the same as that 
of Bernardini et al. (i.e., arbitrary elastic scattering 
in the center of mass system). The program is written 
so that an analysis exactly like that of Bernardini 
et al. also can be made for comparsion.
Explanation
For reasons of similification a two-dimensional
equivalent geometry for the nucleus is used instead
93of a three-dimensional geometry. Since experimentally 
determined nucleon-nucleon scattering cross sections all 
possess polar symmetry around the approach direction in 
the center of mass system (cms) this simplification
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should not produce any appreciable error. The radius
1/3(R) of the two-dimensional disk is taken to be aQ *A ,
9 6where a is about 1.2 5 fermi (Bernardini et al. usedo
1.4 fermi) and A is the atomic weight of the nucleus.
An X-Y coordinate system with the orgin at the center
of the nucleus is used. The direction of incidence of
the primary is taken to be the X axis and the perpendicular
direction is taken to be the Y axis. To make the two-
dimensional geometry equivalent to a three-dimensional
geometry the randomly chosen incident values of Y must
be weighted such that the number of times the value of
Y is in an interval dY is proportional to the ring area
dY presents in a plane normal to the incident direction.
Therefore, the distribution of Y is C2ttY, where C is a
normalization constant. If N is a random number (Inr
the discussion below a different random number N isr
chosen for each value to be calculated.) between 0 and 1 , 
then
Y
N = /C2TtYdY 
r 0
= CttY2 .
For normalization (N = 1 at Y = R)r
1 = CffR2 , 
or C = 1/ttR2 .
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Therefore, N = (Y/R)^ ,> r *
1/2or Y = Ft ■ N
When the primary enters the nucleus the amount of
energy equal to the depth of the potential well l. (See
Introduction.) is added to the kinetic energy of the
primary. The value of the Fermi energy for protons
(Ep) is different from the value for neutrons (En) m m
because there are Z protons and A-Z neutrons. The two
values (E3 i = p or n) can be calculated from the m* J ^
9 3  g q
following equations: ’
(PJ )
mE 3 - — m
>3 = h m
2 m
m 1/3
N
J -
V ( a A 1 / 3 ) 3 ’3 O
. Nj fz for protons (j=p)
^A-Z for neutrons (j = n) *
where m is the nucleon mass. The value of E used in them
program was the weighted mean:
E = (t )e p + f e ^ E  m (A m [ A J
The value of the binding energy per nucleon I.'j is
96calculated from the equation
Alb = -15.75A + 17.8A2/3 + 23.7(A-2Z)2A-1 b
+ 0 .710Z2A~1//3 + 34dA"3/1+ ,
+ 1  odd odd nuclei 
where d = 3 0 odd A nuclei
- 1  even even nuclei .
The path distance (D) that the primary travels before 
interacting must be weighted according to the isotropic 
elastic scattering cross section Co) for the energy of 
the incident nucleon. Therefore, the distribution 
function is k*exp(-D/\), where k is the normalization 
constant. After integration and normalization (for the 
interval D = 0 to ®) the equation for D is
D = - X * In Nr
The value of A is taken to be 1/po, where the density p 
is given by
p = 4 , ,1/3.3 = „ 3 *-riiCa A ) 4tra3 o o
The value used for the elastic cross section at energies
less than 1 GeV is the weighted values for p-p and p-n
.... 96collisions:
Cince the purpose of the experiment is to determine the 
cross section at 83 GeV, the cross section at high energ 
must be approximated. A value of 5 mb was chosen.
Other values also were used to determine if the value 
chosen had a critical effect on the results of the 
program. However, since in this analysis the cross 
section at high energies determines mainly how far into 
the nucleus the primary penetrates before an interaction 
the value should not be too critical. The use of an 
isotropic cross section is corrected for below.
If the path distance chosen is such that the 
interaction point would be outside the nucleus, the 
interaction does not take place and the process starts 
over again at randomly choosing a value for Y.
The vector momentum (P) of the target nucleon is 
also determined randomly. The distribution of ?  is 
taken to be
k for P = 0 to P 
nCP) = 3 m m
C for P > Pm ,
9 3 94where k is the normalization constant. * Because of m
2
the volume element P dP, this distribution leads to
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A provision is also included to allow for a gaussian
distribution of P instead of the constant one. Several 
9 7 9 8researchers * have suggested a gaussian distribution. 
The number of standard deviations in the interval 0 to Pm
can be calculated to be about 1.29 if a value of 
9 7
19.3 MeV is used for the mean energy. The angular part 
of the volume element sinG d 0 d<f> leads to a cosine 
equation for 0. Since an equivalent two-dimensional 
geometry is used, the azimuthal angle (f is not used and 
the polar angle 6 is allowed to have positive and 
negative values to compensate for this.
The collision between the primary and a nucleon is 
discussed in the introduction. The exp(“Et/Esec ) 
distribution leads to the equation
E. = - E • In N t sec r
for the kinetic energy transfered to the target nucleon
in its rest system. Although a value of 46 MeV was
calculated for E at 83 GeV, various other values weresec
used also. The scattering angle (G_) can be calculateds
99from the equation:
E. cos^0r 
F - *______ s
L .  -  2  *
z E. sin G
1  ♦ - S s — “
where is the kinetic energy (in the target rest
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system) of the incident nucleon. The angle 00 is 
randomly taken to be either positive or negative. In 
the case of a collision between two nucleons of the 
nucleus the angle 0 in the cms is randomly chosen 
according to a cosine equation (the same equation 
as that of the angle of P of the target nucleon for the 
same reasons). The kinematics of the interaction are 
then determined by using the scattering angle together 
with the initial energies and directions to obtain the 
energies and directions of the two scattered particles 
in the lab system after the collision.
However, an important feature of this analysis 
is that if the collision causes either particle to have 
an energy after the collision of less than E , then the 
collision is not allowed to take place (the exclusion 
principle). Instead, the incident particle continues 
in the same initial direction, a new path distance from 
this point to another interaction point is determined, 
and the process continued from there. This exclusion 
principle is a calculatory convenience to compensate
for the fact that an isotropic scattering cross section
, 93 is used.
If the collision is allowed, the charge (2^) of the 
scattered target nucleon is randomly chosen such that 
the probability of = 1 is Z/A and the probability of
z = u i.ii (a -z )/a . The following equation is used lor 
this purpose:
Cl if N < Z/A 
Z = ) r
p (jJ if Nr > Z/A .
The primary can be allowed to have only one (or 
zero) collision or to interact until it passes from the 
nucleus. In general, a high energy primary would not 
interact inside the same nucleus more than once.
However, the provision to allow it to interact more than 
once was included for comparison purposes. Tn the analys 
by Bernardini et al. the primary is treated the same as 
the nucleons of the nucleus .
In either treatment the primary is followed until 
it leaves the nucleus or it does not have enough energy 
to leave the nucleus. The minimum energy (Eg) that a 
particle of charge Z^ needs to leave the nucleus is
E = E + Z -E ,s w p c *
where E is the coulomb barrier energy. The value of E^c c
96is calculated from the equation
E = Ze2/R . c
In the analysis used by Bernardini et al. the charge of 
the scattered nucleon is not chosen. For this reason,
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iti their type ot analysis, the value of in the equation 
tor is replaced by the mean nucleon charge Z/A (U.b 
in their analysis). If the scattered particle has energy 
less than E , it stays in the nucleus. If it has energy 
greater than E., it can undergo further collisions 
inside the nucleus.
After the primary either leaves the nucleus or loses
enough energy to stay in the nucleus, the first scattered
nucleon is followed from its point of scatter. The
process of choice of path distance, choice of P for a
target nucleon, choice of scattering angle in the cms,
testing of energies after collisions to see if they
are greater than E^, and selection of the charge of the
newly scattered target nucleon is repeated for this
nucleon until it leaves the nucleus or its energy
becomes less than E . Note that since E is less fors s
neutrons than for protons, a larger percentage of 
neutrons than protons (not counting the primary) will 
be scattered from the nucleus. After the first scattered 
nucleon is followed, the second scattered nucleon (if 
any) is followed. This process is repeated until all 
the scattered nucleons are followed. Then this event 
is completed and the process is repeated for the next 
event starting with the choice of Y for the primary.
Only events in which the primary interacts inside
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the? nucleus dre counted. After a certain number (e.g. ,
1 0  0 0 0 ) of events are calculated the results are
tabulated. Various parameters (e.g., the number of
events in which at least one proton besides the primary
was scattered from the nucleus) and histograms (e.g.,
the histogram of excitation energy E .. for events inexcit
which no proton was scattered from the nucleus) are 
listed.
A target diagram of a Monte Carlo event using an 83 
GeV total energy primary with this type of analysis is 
shown in Fig. Cl. A target diagram of a Monte Carlo 
event using a 400 MeV kinetic energy primary with the 
type of analysis used by Bernardini et al. is shown in 
Fig. C2. The numbers indicate the kinetic energy of 
each nucleon and the small circles indicate interactions 
forbidden by the exclusion principle. In Fig. Cl the 
letters P and N denote whether the particles are protons 
or neutrons, respectively.
The excitation energy of each event is calculated 
from the equation
N
E .. = E - I E - Ek (N-l) ,excit p **, n bn = l
where is the incident kinetic energy of the primary, 
En is the kinetic energy of each nucleon scattered from
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lit N »* N
101 N
JO N
B7P
Fig. Cl. Target diagram of a Monte Carlo event 
using an 8 3 GeV total energy primary. In this 
analysis the charge of each target nucleon was 
randomly chosen. The letters P and N denote 
whether each nucleon is a proton or neutron, 
respectively. The numbers indicate the kinetic 
energy (in MeV) of each nucleon and the small open 
circles indicate interactions forbidden by the 
exclusion principle.
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Fig. C2. Target diagram of a Monte Carlo event 
using a 400 MeV kinetic energy primary. The 
analysis used was exactly the same as that used 
by Bemardini et al. The numbers indicate the 
kinetic energy (in MeV) of each nucleon and the 
small open circles indicate interactions forbidden 
by the exclusion principle.
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the nucleus including the primary if it leaves the nucleus,
and N is the number of such nucleons. The value of E„n
for a particle is the energy of the particle after its 
last collision minus Ew - Histograms for the values of 
are listed by the program also.
Since ’nuclear emulsion is composed of the elements 
Ag, Br, C, 0, N,  I, S, and H the program was run using 
the parameters (R, Em , E^» and Ec > for the nucleus of each 
element (i.e., for jparameters corresponding to each 
value of A and Z) except H Can interaction with H 
would be proton-proton scattering). The program was 
also run for a composite nucleus using the weighted 
means of the parameters for each element except H. The
known relative concentration"^^ and nuclear area (i.e.,
2/3the value of conc.xA ) of each element was used to
calculate the weighted means. The values of the
parameters used are shown in Table Cl.
Also, the parameters of the composite nucleus were
used in runs in which other values of some of the
parameters were used or in which a gaussian distribution
was used for t*. Values of 55 and 75 MeV for E and
*40, 50 , and 100 MeV for E were used. In the case of the * m
gaussian distributions, runs were made for four different 
values (1.29, 2, 3, and 10) for the number of standard 
deviations in the interval 0 to F_. Because all
TABLE Cl
Parameters used in the MCIIFM program for each element (except H) occurring in
2/3
emulsion. The weighted (according to the values of conc.*A ) mean of each
2 0parameter also is given. The values of concentration (conc.) are *10 /ml,
the values of R are in Fermi and the energies (E , E, , and E ) are in MeV.& m b ’ c
Element conc. .a2/3 conc.xa Z A Z / A R E
m Eb Ec
Ag 1 0 1 . 0 2288.8 47 107.88 0.4352 5 .950 31.10 8.56 11.35
Br 100.4 1862.8 35 79.916 0.4375 5.384 31.08 8 . 71 9.34
C 138.3 724.9 6 1 2  . 0 0 0 0 . 5000 2.862 30. 81 7.48 3.01
0 94.97 603 . 0 8 16.000 0 .5000 3.150 30. 81 7.82 3.65
N 31.68 184.1 7 14.008 0.5000 3. 013 30.81 7.67 3 . 34
I 0.565 14.3 53 126.93 0.4173 6.282 31.28 8.44 1 2  . 1 2
S 1.353 13.6 16 32.006 0.5000 3.969 30. 81 8.43 5 . 79
Means 32.37 73.61 0.4533 4.976 31.02 8 . 36 8 . 54
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scattered nucleons must have energy in the lab system 
greater than E^, the mean of the distribution of 
of energies given by the primary to the target nucleons 
(in their rest systems) is not E if the exp(-E+/E )
S GC u S6C
distribution is used. The mean value was about 60 MeV 
if E = 46 MeV. Therefore, runs were made usingb C
different values of E until a mean of 4 6 MeV wassec
obtained. The results using this value (35 MeV) of
E can be compared with the results using the value S € C
of 46 MeV.
Runs were also made in which the value of Et was
the constant value of E _ and in which the interactionsec
of the primary is the same as that of the other nucleons
(arbitrary scattering in the cms). The parameters of
the composite nucleus were also used with values of 1,
3, 7, and 10 mb for the cross section at high energies.
A run was made using E = 30 MeV, a primary energy of
3 TeV, and the parameters of the composite nucleus to
compare the results using this method of analysis with
the results using the method of analysis that McCusker 
8 8  89et al. * used. Initially, runs were made using the 
exact analysis used by Bernardini et al. to check, the 
program.
The probability (P^) of an observable track in the 
emulsion if a primary interacts inside the nucleus of
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one of the elements of the emulsion can be calculated 
from the probability that a proton Cbesides the
primary) will be scattered out of the nucleus and from 
the probability tpexc -^t  ^ °f a visible excitation particle 
being emitted by the nucleus if no proton is scattered 
out of the nucleus:
Pob * Pp ♦ (1- V Pexcit ■
The value of is calculated directly by the program.
The value of P • * must be calculated using theexcit
distribution of E .. for events in which no protonexcit
is scattered out of the nucleus. In principle this 
calculation can be made if the probability for one 
or more dark or gray tracks (i.e., the probability 
of > 1) is known as a function of ^exci^• Although 
this probability is not known it is known that about 
t+0 MeV is necessary to produce one dark track. ^
Therefore, pexc^^ equal to the probability 
that Eexc^t - MeV. This probability (and more
generally the probability pexcit^E 5 that Eexcit " 
can be obtained from the distribution of Eexcj_-£ listed 
by the program.
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Results
A comparison of the results obtained by Bernardini 
9 3et al. with the results obtained in this experiment 
using this program is shown in Table CII. The first 
and second columns are a direct comparison for 6 0 primary 
interactions Cor events) using the same nuclear parameters 
as Bernardini et al. The agreements between the mean 
number of interactions, mean excitation energy, and mean 
number of protons which escape are within one standard 
deviation. The third column includes results obtained 
using the more recent values of nuclear parameters of the 
composite nucleus and using 10 000 primary interactions.
The results for some of the values of the probabil­
ities calculated using the program are shown in Table CIII. 
The parameters listed in Table Cl were used and each 
primary was not allowed to interact more than once. Note 
that the weighted means of the probabilities for each 
element are within one standard deviation of statistical 
error from the values using the composite nucleus. Also,
all values of P , for each element are within about 1.5ob
standard deviations of the value of P ^ for the composite
nucleus. Since the values used for R and E (See Tablec
Cl.) vary greatly, this indicates that the values used for 
R and Ec do not have a large effect on the P ^ results.
TABLE ClI
Comparison of results obtained by Bernardini et al. witli 
the results obtained in this experiment using the MCIIFM 
program.
Bernardini et al. This Experiment
Number of
primary
interactions
Mean number of 
interactions 
per primary 
interaction
Mean excitation 
energy (MeV)
Mean number of 
protons which 
escape with 
energy (MeV)
£ 100
30-100
< 30
60
5 0 ± 5
0.6±0.1 
0.4+0 . 1 
0.6±0 .1
6 0 *
5 . 2 ± 0 . 5
59 + 6
0 .6+0.1 
0.4 + 0 .1 
0 .6+0.1
10000 '
5 ,66 + 0.03
79.8+0.S
0.48+0.01 
0.45 + 0 .01
0.7 3 ± 0.01
aTJsing the same nuclear parameters as 
Bernardini et al.
^Using the more recent nuclear parameters 
of the composite emulsion nucleus.
1 7 3
TABLE CIII
Values obtained for probabilities P , P ... and P . . ^ p * excit * ob
The percent probabilities for each element (except H)
occuring in emulsion, for the weighted (according to
2/3the values of conc.*A } means of the probabilities 
for each element, and for the composite nucleus are 
shown. The errors shown for the composite nucleus 
are purely statistical.
Element %P %P %P aexcit ob
Ag 26.8 31.9 50.2
Br 30.1 28.4 50.0
C 46 .2 9.8 51.5
0 44.6 11.9 51.2
N 45.7 11.0 51.7
1 24.8 33.3 49.8
S 40 . 6 .1 8 . 3 51 .5
Means 32.9 25.1 50.5
Composite 32.8+0.6 25.2±0.6 49.7±0.7
= P + (1-P )P,ob p p excit
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The results if the primary was allowed to interact 
more than once, and/or using the various values of E »DC v
the various gaussian distributions of P, constant values
of E , arbitrary elastic scattering in the cms for the
primary, and various values of the cross section at high
energies were very similar. In all of these cases the
values of were in the range 45-55%. Values for Pob
of 58 and 71% were obtained for values of 50 and 100 MeV,m
respectively. However, it is unlikely that Em could be 
this large.
A value of about 45% for P w was obtained in theoh
case of a 3 TeV primary. This value can be compared
with the values calculated by McCusker et al. of 35%
8 8(if the nuclear binding energy is neglected ) and 2 5%
8 9(if the nuclear binding energy is not neglected ).
The final result using this analysis indicates that 
the probability is 50 + 5 % that there will be an 
observable track in the emulsion if an 83 GeV primary 
interacts with one or more of the nucleons inside an 
emulsion nucleus. The error indicates the effects of 
the variations of the parameters associated with this 
Monte Carlo model, but does not include any contribution 
to the error due to the use of the Fermi gas model or 
type of analysis.
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